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ALLAN ZEMAN
Lan Kwai Fong Group

Foreword

I have had the pleasure of working closely with Simon 
Blore, one of the founders of Lead 8. The leadership 
of the 8 founders and their wider team are a group of 
designers who have consistently challenged the norm, 
and have set many of Asia’s most compelling mixed 
use benchmarks. Lead 8 is all about simplicity, clarity, 
and holistic design, and this is already evident in their 
creative output, both corporately and in their early 
project work.

Lead 8 specialise in Transit-Oriented Developments 
(TOD’s), which sees much of their work intrinsically 
pushing the boundaries in sustainable thinking. Public 
transport nodes are situated around and below 
commercial uses such as retail, office, residential and 
hotels, thereby making it possible to live, work and play 
in one location, and without the need for a car.

Besides innovative design and creation, much of 
their work is also about re-use of old buildings, either 
rejuvenating them, or giving them entirely new uses. 
Their Hong Kong studio is a case in point, a warehouse 
re-imagined as a vibrant and creative workspace. 

I am especially proud of Lead 8’s corporate model 
where all staff play a key role. Lead 8 is a design 
company that wants to have succession planning 
enshrined in its ethos so that clients are in safe hands. 

I can see the vision of the 8 founders and I wish them 
all the best as they grow their brand. I am sure we will 
hear a lot more from Lead 8! All content © Lead 8 International Limited 2015
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Lead 8 is a brand new Architecture and Design 
company, that specialise in the design of large-scale 
Mixed Use developments and also Branding and 
Positioning of both projects and companies.
 
Our focus is on Creativity, Knowledge, Experience and 
unparalleled Service.
 
We have a mission to achieve “Brand Stretch” beyond 
being Architects and Interior Designers, but at the 
same time, we need to acknowledge our core skills and 
experience within the commercial buildings arena.

Our name Lead 8 signifies all of these corporate 
aspirations, standing for Living Environments, 
Architecture, Design.
 
From large scale masterplans to civic buildings, to 
product design, Lead 8 offers creative design solutions.
 

Introduction

Masterplanning & Urban Design

Architecture & Interior Design

Architectural Services – for Retail, Towers, 
Offices, Hotels, Resorts, Residential

Audits /Reviews

Re-positioning & Renovations

Project Branding

Graphics & Signage

Product Design

WHAT WE DO

Our core skill-set is mixed use architectural projects, 
but our services also encompass:

Introduction
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We wanted to mark our first 18 months with this book 
so that we could share our journey, our philosophy, and 
most importantly, some of our work.
 
We launched our company in spring 2014, and 18 
months on, we have a team of 100, and are now 
operating out of purpose-designed warehouse space 
in Hong Kong, and studios in Kuala Lumpur and 
Singapore.
 
Lead 8 has 8 founders, and we have worked together 
as a team in Asia for more than 12 years, with 
combined experience of over 150 years between us. 
The Founders are: Simon Blore, David Buffonge, Simon 
Chua, John Denton, Christine Hau, Chris Lohan, Meeta 
Patel and Claude Touikan.
 
What unites the 8 of us is a desire to create a company 
that is led and owned by leaders with a passion for 
design; with longevity and fairness enshrined in its ethos.

 
Another key part of our governance articles is 
Transparency, we involve everyone, and provide an 
opportunity for everyone to feed in their ideas and take 
a full part in what is everyone’s business.
 
All our team also see the direct relationship between 
performance and rewards; where better years will 
deliver higher yields for all, and (it has to be said!) in 
times of challenge, the challenges will be felt and 
shared by all.
 
Such measures will enshrine Fairness as a key attribute 
of Lead 8, and maintain this for the future of the 
company. Our mission is to create a lasting business.
 
Our corporate governance articles will task the current 
Directors to identify all future Board members, and 
mentor these future leaders so they are ready when 
they are asked to take the reins.
 
The composition of our teams, and the mix of 
personalities are critical to the success of Lead 8. 
No-one can do this alone, so we all rely on a united 
and committed team of people to create “best in class” 
design and service, and to steer the company through 
successive generations.
 

Introduction

1
8
3

100 + 
60 +

Ethos  
Founders
Studios
Leaders
Live Projects

all in 18 months
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INFINITE POSSIBILITIES

Jim Collins book on management, “Good To Great” 
provided us with insight in to the types of people 
we want in our team, and how the right kind of 
personalities can be meshed together to become more 
than the sum of its parts. It is no coincidence that our 
founding partners have worked together harmoniously 
and successfully for over 12 years already, and our 
mission will be to perpetuate this culture and chemistry 
in the wider team that one day will follow us as the 
new leaders of the company.
 
We are looking for people that will go the extra mile, 
people who will put company before self, and be real 
team-players in everything they do. We are proud to 
say already that all of our team who have joined this 
new enterprise have expressed great excitement at 
being in at “the ground floor” of Lead 8.
 
It is important as well not to grow for growth’s sake; 
and so we have set out to be “best, rather than 
biggest”, with organic growth in our teams.
 

SUSTAINABILITY IN ALL WE DO

In our dealings with suppliers, other consultants and 
our clients, and in the design and construction of our 
projects we try to seek out the most sustainable way 
of operating, and to minimise the carbon footprint of 
our activity.
 
We strive to create a Virtuous Circle where more 
sustainable companies who trade with us become 
more successful with us.
 
As with any enterprise, these ideas will evolve and be 
added to over time, but as a starting point, we believe 
we have already created a new kind of company, and 
one that can successfully flourish, contribute to the 
world and also outlive us all.
 
If asked what one word describes Lead 8, we would 
say INFINITE…. 

Infinite.....creativity
Infinite.....possibilities
Infinite.....company
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Our first project as Lead 8 was easily the hardest one 
we’ve undertaken, but strangely the most satisfying. 
Although the clients were tough, the budget limited, 
and the timings tight, we were delighted to finally get 
our Hong Kong studio complete and fully operational.
 
All being creatives of one sort or another, it soon 
became clear that the design and creation of the 
studio space was quite high up on our to-do list, almost 
in front of the seemingly important items like company 
registration and naming! But we did need somewhere 
to work, somewhere to create and somewhere in tune 
with who we are and what we wanted Lead 8 to be.

WHERE YOU SIT AND WHERE YOU WORK 
REALLY MATTER

One thing that is apparent is that the environment 
you work in affects the way you work and even your 
attitude towards work-life as a whole. Perhaps more 
from the perspective of a creative, there is no worse 
feeling than that of waking each day knowing you are 
off to work in a place that is devoid of atmosphere, 
lacking in inspiration and sometimes even oppressive.

When we analyse brands there are four key areas 
to which we pay particular attention: how they 
communicate, the behaviour of the company and 
of staff, the ‘product’ itself and their environment. 
Certainly in the world of design it is this last one that 
has a marked effect on the way the brand is understood.
 

If we get into semantics for a moment, when we 
set up Lead 8 we were aiming to create a ‘studio’ 
rather than an ‘office’, and feel we have successfully 
achieved the former. To our minds a studio is a creative 
working space, and one that manifests and expresses 
the personality and culture of our brand. Being in a 
converted warehouse unit in a district of Hong Kong 
that still has character and local flavour has a certain 
honesty to the geographic location of the company. 
 
Our studio was created purely out of the age-old 
maxim of form following function. An often 
misunderstood ideal where function wasn’t a 
dictatorial edict, more an influencing factor that 

Founding Moments

CREATING
A PLACE
TO CREATE

enhanced the creative decisions. When the function of 
that space is to maximise the creative output of our 
most valuable asset – our staff – we realised that 
warmth, openness and flexibility become factors that 
add to the more pragmatic requirements. Creating a 
workspace that benefits everyone comes as much from 
the physical organisation of the space as from the 
management structure that enables our staff to grow 
and develop, a marriage between the physical and the 
philosophical if you like.
 
Essentially our preference was for a studio rather than 
an office; a space with music, atmosphere, variety and 
above all creativity.

Lead 8’s first, and most
important project.
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The studio is open plan to help facilitate 
communication and interaction between 
teams. Collaborative spaces are evenly 
distributed throughout the studio 
providing ample workshop opportunities, 
as well as accommodating various 
working styles, from team discussions, to 
quiet contemplation.
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THE BRIEF

‘Creating a place to create’ was the brief, and it soon 
grew into an expression of not just our personalities but 
of the brand as a whole.

Our Hong Kong studio is housed in an older style 
warehouse building near Quarry Bay. We took this on 
as a bare shell and subsequently were able to fit it out 
to our exact requirements. Tying the interior concept 
into our brand values, which include honesty and 
transparency, influenced everything from the lighting 
and finishes right down to the way we arranged 
ourselves without hierarchy.
 
This sense of honesty was further enhanced by the 
physicality of the materials. The existing bare concrete 
floor was simply polished, materials were deliberately 
left unfinished, and their individual qualities celebrated. 
Although harmonious as a family, the seemingly 
eclectic materials also reflect the rich mix of cultures 
and personalities that make up the studio. This 
directness of use also makes for an environmentally 
friendly solution.
 
The structural slab and beams above are allowed to 
play the role of ceiling, with industrial looking pendant 
light fixtures creating a visual datum. Track lights 
suspended within the structural bays are pointed up, 
flooding the slab above with a beautifully soft diffused 
light. The furniture was another opportunity to be 

playful, with a collection of design classics and simple 
domestic pieces working together to create a very 
comfortable and relaxed space. This is a step away 
from the generic corporate office and what’s become 
interesting is the way people gravitate towards their 
favourite chairs.
 
In terms of our approach to the overall layout of the 
space, in addition to how we arranged ourselves and 
our desks was the method by which we added layers of 
informality around the studio. In the creative industries 
as a whole the way we all work and interact day to 
day is starkly different from the cubicle-bound offices 
of the past. This was an imperative consideration in 
the way we organised the space, building in breakout 
areas and a range of flexible-use spaces. Echoing the 
more domestic tenet of the kitchen being the heart of 
the home, our ‘pantry area’, complete with a large Oak 
table, has become one of the most dynamic spaces. 
Used throughout the day by many different teams, it is 
at once a drawing table, lunch table, meeting room or 
even film set. One constant that is apparent is that it 
represents the social heart of our studio.

 
Being the client for a change was a thoroughly 
enjoyable experience, although perhaps still not the 
smoothest! As we continue to grow both creatively and 
physically our studio is growing with us.

Founding Moments
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SINGAPORE STUDIO

Lead 8 Singapore moved to our own bespoke studio at 
‘The Herencia’ in April 2015. Our neighbours range from 
creative types such as architects, designers and art 
galleries to the Taxi Academy (not that it makes it any 
easier to get cabs at short notice), to a very popular 
trampolining hall. There is even a yoga studio for the 
spiritual types!  
 
The area beyond has vibrant Robertson Quay down 
the hill to the North with its lively restaurants and cool 
bars; Killiney Road with its local food is a 7 minute 
walk to the south and the heart of Orchard Road 
beyond that is 15 minutes walk away. There are some 
wonderfully preserved shop-houses and a Buddhist 
temple on the opposite side of the road.  
 
Around 150 years ago, the Robertson Quay area was 
mudflats just beyond the main harbour at Clarke Quay 
and the hill where Kim Yam road is, probably a tropical 
forest. As trade expanded towards the end of the 19th 
Century, a second warehousing area was created at 
Robertson Quay and the forests in the Kim Yam road 

area were cleared to create homes for the workers. In 
1941 a wealthy individual Mr. Tan Kah Kee bought a 
house on the present site and set up the Nan Chiau 
teachers’ training school. This later became a Nan 
Chiau Girls School, one of 6 schools run by Singapore 
Hokkien Huay Kuan. The present building was 
constructed in the 1960’s to modernise the facilities 
and continued as a school on this site until 2000 when 
the school moved out to the heartlands.
 
In its latest incarnation, ‘The Herencia’ has a lovely 
buzz and it’s great to walk down open corridors and 
peek into other spaces with quirky experimental 
interiors like ours. The building looks like a school 
and shows the imprint of its recent past – with open 
sheltered corridors, stairs with lane markings for up 
and down and its large forecourt.
 
The concept for the fit out of our studio acknowledges 
what the studio was before we took over, in the way 
the structure is exposed and the imprint of the roof 
tiles which we have preserved; our space was the roof 
playground. Echoing the Hong Kong studio, the interior 
reflects our brand values: informal, open and warm.
 

Founding Moments
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We started in 2014; the year of the Horse; a year 
of dynamism, movement and change that aptly 
describes the formative stages of Lead 8 and our 
path to new horizons.
 
Friendship and mutual trust are key foundations to 
any company, and from Spring to Summer 2014 the 8 
Founders, and our key staff renewed our acquaintances, 
and we naturally coalesced back to become colleagues 
in our new enterprise.
 
From some early wins with new clients, followed by 
support from past clients, we have migrated from 
meetings in coffee shops, drawing at home, working 
with a virtual server, then a 6 person office (with 15 in it 
at one point!), to studios in Hong Kong, Singapore and 
Kuala Lumpur.
 
The 8 Founders took a leap of faith in the idea of 
creating a new kind of company, and as we look back 
on the 18 months, we are now seeing the fruits of the 
seeds sown in 2014. Balancing financial underpinnings 
with producing great design work and service has been 
an “interesting” mission at times, but each month 
passing heralded greater stability, together with more 
Leaders joining the team.
 

A mid March commitment to “do something together” 
between myself, Simon Chua and Claude Touikan now 
seems years not months away! Item 1 on the agenda 
of our March meeting was to build a lasting company, 
and one that exists for the employees as well as the 
Founders, and as you thumb through the pages of 

“Lead 8 – volume 1”, hopefully you will see the steps we 
have made to create a new kind of design company, 
and one with a lasting legacy.
 
The images we share with you here show some 
moments from our formative steps. Sure, there have 
been challenges, but there has also ALWAYS been fun, 
and this spirit to see the lighter side while we support 
each other is also our ongoing culture.

Founding Moments

FIRST STEPS

Simon Blore
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THE LEAD 8 MAGIC FORMULA

Words by Karl Woodbury

The opportunity of joining Lead 8 came in the Spring 
of 2014 and when I learned of a truly design oriented 
business with transparent ethos of open management 
and a fair remuneration mechanism, the choice 
wasn’t really that hard to make. Above all it meant 
that I could team up once again with old colleagues 
that I trusted, all of whom knew the business of 
design very well. Throughout this period it’s been 
great to be receiving such positive feedback from the 
industry and being able to collaborate on the types 
of projects that I find most interesting to me, namely 
mixed use, retail and entertainment destinations. 
We’re also keen to broaden our scope and develop our 
skills in the areas of product and furniture design, and 
large scale art installations.

Chris Lohan

Director

Being the Finance Director I’m naturally cautious and 
numbers driven, so I was understandably staggered, yet 
also strangely fascinated how so much of the business 
plan focused on how can we design better, and build a 
lasting brand, rather than number crunching our costs 
versus income to work out cash flows. OK, it’s early 
days, but the vision of the Directors to build a different 
kind of company seems to be winning through, and the 
projects (so far!) are flowing in.

Christine Hau

Director
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Lead 8 have recently concluded the Schematic Design 
for a Retail project in Tongzhou, China for blue-chip 
developer R&F. The renderings of the scheme show 
a simple architectural expression and form, yet it is 
precisely this normality which is the crux of the design, 
as it has been created in its current form after careful 
consideration and thinking, plus no small amount of 
reining in of our own design team.
 

01
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life cycle, energy use and 
the potential adaptability of 
buildings were key principles 
that needed to be enshrined in 
the design of the built form.

Masterplanning, Architecture

Client: R&F
Location: Beijing, China
GFA: 217,000 sqm
Levels: 5 above ground, 4 below
Appointed: 2014
Expected Completion: TBC

This project is located in the 
canal core area of Tongzhou and 
is a mixed use development of 
large scale shopping malls and 
office buildings.

TONGZHOU 
CANAL CORE

Although a rapidly developing city in its own right, 
Tongzhou is essentially a suburb of the capital, 
located just 20km to the east of the heart of 
Beijing, and as part of it’s urbanisation, several large 
scale regeneration projects are being advanced 
simultaneously. For the Canal Core project, the 
refreshingly forward thinking brief from our client R&F 
was to design a project that was suitable for the new 
community, today and tomorrow, and one where 
life cycle, energy use and the potential adaptability 
of buildings were key principles that needed to be 
enshrined in the design of the built form.
 
Lead 8 individuals designed the masterplan, and the 
broad concept was to provide east-west ribbons of 
activity; with retail and homes to the north (facing the 
canal); a zone of landscape and public realm in the 
middle zone, and workplaces and commercial towers to 
the south. To provide shelter to the new public realm, 

01

Visual of the completed development
Scale model of proposed design
Aerial view visual of retail podium and towers
Night view visual of podium roof garden 
Section through plaza and podium 
Intersection of tower and podium
Visual of façade facing the public plaza
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the residential blocks also provided a much-needed 
screen for the harsh winter north winds. In our design 
of the overall 4 city block masterplan we also provided 
the neighbourhood with a below ground street that 
connects the MTR station directly to all 4 plots in a 
weather-protected 24 hour link, further integrating 
the new spaces and accommodation with the public 
transport system.
 
The overriding geometry of the masterplan took 
into account the need to avoid the below ground 
station structure to the east of the plot, creating an 
orientation that maximised views and sunlight in to the 
residential blocks arranged along the canal side.
 

entertainment, cafés and arts programmes will all 
combine to create a lively cultural environment in 
what is usually a location for roof-top plant space. To 
facilitate a public realm at roof level, we positioned 
plants to the edges of the space and within the office 
tower foot-prints. Active roofs are an easy win, and 
an effective way to create public open space in what 
can be dense urban environments, and so many Lead 
8 projects have variations on this theme; an idea we 
first saw at Derry and Tom’s Kensington Roof gardens 
in London.
 
To create a simple legibility to the complex, we have 
chosen to express the key urban spaces on the façade 
of the building, so the winter-garden, F&B village, 
covered street and water street are all identifiable on 
the simple façade composition. Facing the main public 

Following the acceptance of the masterplan design, 
Lead 8 have been developing the architecture of the 
75,000 sqm retail block; a new civic heart where the 
commercial spaces will be leased to local and national 
retail and entertainment operators.
 
Conceptually, the retail zones are configured as 
a vertical city within a city; a series of stacked 
complementary spaces and uses with an F&B building; 
a covered street, an elevated winter garden, a roof 
garden and a canal street. For Tongzhou city, the canal 
link to the sea was key to its past growth, and we 
wanted to reference this in our design, so the ‘water 
street’ in the top two levels of the building became 
a double height space with water-front dining. The 
two office towers have lobbies that link directly to the 
L6 roof gardens – an elevated urban space – where 

02

03

04
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plaza above the MTR station, the façade also performs 
a civic role and an LED Art Wall embedded in the 
central portion of the elevation can be programmed 
to host works by local artists. This angled, north-west 
facing façade will receive afternoon and evening sun, 
and as a defining boundary to the central public space 
above the station, it needs to perform a key civic 
function.
 
With an eye on cost and simplicity of construction, 
we have also elected to keep materials, junctions and 
components predominantly orthogonal, and working 
closely with BIAD (who are designing the office towers 
above), we are ensuring that the materials and details 
all share a common design DNA.
 

Below ground parking along with seamless links from B1 
and B2 to the MTR station concourse bring pedestrians 
to the neighbourhood and to the retail complex. Many 
discussions took place in order to try and save land 
(and traffic congestion) by reducing parking ratios in 
the knowledge that the district is well served by public 
transport modes. This type of thinking echoes current 
development and transport policy in Hong Kong and 
Singapore, and is another signal of a maturing China.
 
We believe that the end result of this design process 
is a new civic building that is accessible, democratic, 
functional and long-lasting, and one that eschews any 
notions of form for form’s sake.

06

05
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Masterplanning, Architecture, 
Interiors, Branding

TAIPEI IFG

Client: Far Glory
Location: Guangfu South Road &
Section 4 Zhongxiao East Road, Taipei
GFA: 100,000 sqm
Levels: 8 above ground, 3 below
Appointed: 2014
Expected Completion: Summer 2017

A new mixed use development 
comprising of entertainment, 
retail, 40,000 seat baseball 
stadium, hotel and office space.

Located next to the Sun Yat Sun memorial hall, the 
project consists of 200,000 sqm of new commercial 
area, a multiplex cinema and a flagship avenue of retail 
above and below ground. Located adjacent to both the 
Song Shan heritage buildings and Taipei’s arts district, 
the project has significant historic value and transport 
oriented opportunities. The commercial portion is 
located above an existing network of MRT lines. The 
hotel and offices are connected to the commercial 
zones via a new underground pedestrian street, which 
extends to the Memorial Hall and retail buildings.
 
The Lead 8 design team has worked on the masterplan 
integration of the scheme with the project team, 
and we are currently appointed to design the interior 
architecture of the retail and entertainment hub.

With a well-irrigated basement 
pedestrian system, our retail 
planning links the entire site 
bringing the hotel and stadium 
into the retail component.

01
02
03
04
05
06
07

Visual of entrance at street level
Visual of retail interior
Design sketch for retail planning
Visual of young urban retail zone
Contemporary open plan food court
Rich interior design details in the fashion zone
Large gathering areas create pause points 
throughout the journey

01

02
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The project was part of a Taipei Dome, currently 
the largest multi use sporting arena in Taiwan for a 
series of mixed functions and activities like concerts, 
exhibitions, conferences and entertainment offers. 
The retail component, IFG, was situated between the 
MRT and the stadium acting as a circulation connector 
between. We worked jointly with the clients to come 
up with the design brief based on various programmes 
and requirements on the projects.
 

We worked closely with the client to develop their 
thoughts on the positioning, tenant mix and rental 
values. There was a need for capitalising the MRT 
connections to raise and distribute commercial values 
to various zones and floors. The design theme is 
centered around a collection of urban elements across 
the floors consisting of entertainment, experience 
centers, dining and shopping. We also addresssed the 
rising influence of e-commerce and how to create a 
design that is flexible into the future.
 
With a well-irrigated basement pedestrian system, our 
retail planning links the entire site bringing the hotel 
and stadium into the retail component. The ground 
plane is also being used as a street element linking the 
plazas, entry points and traffic points to this 40,000 
seat stadium development. The department store links 
the intermediate floors to a large dining destination 
on the upper floors including a new Cineplex on the 
north side.
 
Our scope here consists of retail planning, interior 
design and signage concepts.

04 06

03

05
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OUR DESIGN PHILOSOPHY

It’s almost impossible to credit just one designer for any project – typically at 
Lead 8 it’s a multi-disciplinary team effort, and so it is important to recognize and 
celebrate each and every contribution; that is our core ethos. Our design spans 

brand and strategic positioning, architecture, interior design and urban design, right 
down to bespoke items such as furniture. The unique way we merge these disciplines 
and ways of thinking is crucial to a strong and unique outcome.
 
We see each project as a new journey, and through our studio-based workshops we aim 
to uncover the essence of each project along this journey by taking into account both 
the cultural and physical contexts, the characteristics of the client and indeed the 
objective of the brief.

DESIGN 
PROCESS

Article

DESIGN LED
CULTURE

Alex Brazier

Author unknown

If you do what you’ve always 
done, you’ll get what you’ve 
always got.

DESIGN vs. PROFIT is the common battleground and 
one that I’m sure most new studios discuss. What do 
we want to be? Where does our focus lie? Why did we 
set up? We are all creative and we’ve set up a creative 
business, but it is a business at the end of the day 
and we all have a personal responsibility to make it 
successful. But in this last point we ask the biggest 
question of all – how will we define ‘success’?

‘Design-led’ is a term that’s grown in use and familiarity 
over the past 5 years or so, primarily from the swing 
towards entrepreneurship and individualism within the 
corporate world. We knew our company culture had to 
be creatively led, and had to cater for every personality 
and working style within our growing company. As 
a term, it’s too often used as a glib justification for 
finished work, but as an organisational philosophy 
‘design-led’ runs far deeper than the visual outcomes 
and the way you talk about the end products.
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NURTURE

Speaking of the variety of outputs and personalities, 
we are ‘a collective’ of personalities and opinions 
operating within a collective (shared) space, certainly 
not singular by nature. Our process is the glue that 
binds together this eclecticism. Our consistency of 
approach leads to outcomes which are ironically united 
by their individuality, relevant to the client, context 
and constraints rather than bound to a house style. In 
this we feel we are creating a design-driven business, 
devoid of a single governing personality or style. This 
strength ties in to our vision, to create an infinite 
company with infinite possibilities, a statement sitting 
right at the heart of our brand.
 
Yes, creating and nurturing this ethos is a journey, and 
one that’s not yet complete, but only by identifying this 
as our benchmark, and honing our process and habits 
around it, can we make the grade. Big steps have been 
made towards it already, and with every project we 
learn and adapt to make our process and the potential 
results turn out better.

“The products, not the profits, were the motivation. 
If you flip these priorities it’s a subtle difference, but 
it ends up meaning everything—the people you hire, 
who gets promoted, what you discuss in meetings.” 
Steve Jobs

This quote from Steve Jobs clearly highlights the reach 
that their design led approach had to the structure of 
their business. It goes right to the heart of everything 
and, from a company with a reputation for design 
excellence, surely a proven benchmark of the difference 
it can make.

If viewed superficially or mishandled it can appear a 
self-centred approach – a focus on the best outcome 
to serve short-term gains, financial or egotistical. But 
a more thorough understanding uncovers a process 
more in tune with self-awareness and long-term 
growth. Through the focus, dedication and attention 
to detail it’s ultimately the end product and its users 
who benefit, and subsequently it’s one of the more 
sustainable approaches to design.

THE VALUE OF DESIGN

Design essentially bridges the gap between a problem 
and a solution. As problem solvers we all need to 
create a framework or the conditions that enable us to 
formulate the best solutions. Time, creativity, freedom, 
experience, knowledge; all factors that when combined 
govern effective design decisions, and indeed business 

decisions. So by ascribing the room to eek these 
qualities into our working methods, we begin to 
formulate a process that engenders the best possible 
results. But it’s not just by this internal construct that 
we add value to our output, part of that comes from 
our relationships with our clients.
 

“If I’d asked customers what they wanted, they 
would have told me, ‘A faster horse!’” 
Henry Ford

Our clients generally employ us for our expertise 
in certain fields, and whether based on an existing 
relationship, past successes or just reputation alone, 
it always revolves around trust and confidence. In the 
crudest terms they trust us with the task at hand, and 
we reassure them with the confidence and skills to get 
the job done. But trust in design is a more challenging 
ideal, one of respecting opinions and of creative 
freedom. Yet as challenging as it remains, it often 
yields the most interesting and unique results. The 
quote from Henry Ford turned the world of consumer 
insight on its head. In his head, it wasn’t about just 
listening to what your customers tell you they want, 
its more about giving them something they didn’t 
know they wanted – exceeding their expectations. The 
studio/client relationship is essentially the same. Yes 
we are here to serve our clients needs, but also too 
uncover the unexpected and to get to solutions which 

are unique to the project itself. And it’s only through a 
degree of shared trust in the relationship that we can 
work towards the strongest solutions.
 
Therefore the true value of design lies not only in 
communicating the value of our collective experience 
to clients – that’s only half the game, applying this 
expertise effectively to our projects is the other, and 
where we can truly stand out.

INTEGRITY

Over time the culture becomes self-governing; all 
Founders and Team Members have a shared desire 
for creative and financial success and the satisfaction 
this brings on a personal level. But collectively it 
fuels a certain level of integrity in how we approach 
each project. Although we don’t have a house 
style, it’s more about a house process and there are 
design standards inherent within that. Our shared 
understanding of the integrity of the design process 
allows a degree of predictability in the quality of our 
results. Regardless of cultural, educational or creative 
backgrounds there’s an overall ethic that combines 
innovation with pragmatism, the ultimate ying & yang, 
and which adds substance to everything we do.
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Retail Planning, Interior Design

HANKING
GROUP

Client: Hanking Group
Location: China
GFA: 60,000 sqm
Levels: 5 above ground, 1 basement
Appointed: 2014
Expected Completion: 2016

Exploring the interplay between 
efficiency, creativity and cutting 
edge architecture.

Lead 8 were appointed to re-evaluate the interior 
planning within the highly sculptured podium 
formation of this signature commercial tower.  
The architect, Morphosis, had envisioned a crystal 
like box podium formation that tapers, shard like 
to narrowing upper fifth level. Floors below this will 
accommodate predominantly flagship food and 
beverage tenants therefore our foremost consideration 
was to be sensitive to the conical internal volumes but 
at the same time create an ambience that would suit 
the primary activity of the tenant mix.

We began by taking a detailed look at the external 
architecture and evolved an aesthetic which adapted 
the square and triangular geometries that are prevalent 
in the superstructure of the building. Early on it was 
agreed that this worked well to create a holistic design 
language fusing the rationale of building and interior.

Concurrently we then re-evaluated the internal 
planning examining the efficiency of vertical circulation 
and created a rationale that would provide an 
enjoyable flow through the building. 

01
02
03
04

05

Elevation showing lighting details
Use of floor finishes help subtly delineate the zones
Office lift lobbies remain neutral yet elegant
Sketch view of transition area showing large 
external glass façade
A more refined materials palette is employed for 
the common office areas

01

02
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change
and progress : the new spirit

of  Shenzhen
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A central bank of escalators that occupied valuable 
leasable space in the confines of the small podium 
footprint was relocated to the curtain wall. From this 
new location office workers are transported from the 
ground floor straight to the level 3 office lobby and 
level 4 shuttle lifts. In doing this we separated the 
pedestrian traffic flows of the office tower and the 
retail atrium. However, the two programmes were not 
totally isolated as we introduced secondary desire lines 
allowing access from the tower at high level and from 
the surrounding streets at low level. This manages 
the peak hour pedestrian flow but allows convenient 
access through the building diaphragm during regular 
day to day activities. Escalators were repositioned 
to further enhance the logic of upward movement 
through the building. 

A warm material pallet of timbers and stone 
complements a predominantly white interior colour 
scheme. In order to establish a compelling visual 
energy between floor and ceiling, timber planes work 
together with white gypsum board and these in turn 
reflect an offset relationship with the floor design. To 
complement the strong internal geometry LED light 

Escalators were repositioned 
to further enhance the logic of 
upward movement through 
the building. 

strings are used to encourage upper floor exploration. 
These are embedded in the void edges and link through 
seamlessly to the escalators which helps to lead the 
viewer’s eye upwards through the space. 

Lead 8 were also appointed to design the 3rd and 4th 
floor office lobbies and public spaces of the 70 story 
office tower. The triangular geometries adopted in the 
atrium areas were retained but visually harnessed and 
refined to convey a corporate identity and message. 

The interior spaces were re-evaluated and the planning 
of circulation from the street level connections to 
the high level reception area and shuttle lifts were 
improved. A 3rd level seating area and 4th level café 
enjoy views out through a dramatic three story glazed 
curtain wall onto the city park areas beyond. At both 
upper and lower levels of the tower reception lobby 
office workers and visitors can connect via a signature 

04

0503
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feature bridge through to the atrium F&B activities 
beyond making for a seamless and convenient 
connection between the major building program uses.

Lead 8 selected a predominantly neutral interior colour 
pallet for the lobbies to complement with the strength 
of the architecture. An accent of two materials, natural 
stone and pigmented resin bonded concrete panels, 
serves to create contrast with the prevailing colour 
scheme. It is intended that the drama of the interior 
spaces will be further enhanced through the use of
pre-programmed lighting scenes.

06
07

08

Cut-aways maximise views through the exterior façade
The large skylight beams natural light right into the retail 
environment
Natural finishes add warmth to the retail interior

06

07

08
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Whilst designing the interiors of a large department 
store for one of our clients in Harbin, Northern China, 
it became apparent they wanted to create a standout 
for the kids zone on level 6. Our remit was to create 
a cheerful and attractive shopping environment for 
families, and one that could entertain the children
who were a key part of their target audience.

We came up with the concept of an ‘Animal 
Playground’ and brought it to life by creating 
moveable furniture situated along a themed arcade. 
This furniture took the form of simple hemispherical 
shapes with stylized graphical animal faces. The 5,000 
sqm kids zone is divided into areas each with their 
own animal theme. Applying a colorful dotted floor 
pattern and cloud-shaped neon light features on 
the ceiling, helped to bring the scheme together. The 
animal furniture however, plays an important part in 
enhancing the child friendly atmosphere.

ANIMAL 
PLAYGROUND

Furniture Design

Client: Confidential
Location: Harbin, China
Designed: 2015
Completed: 2015

01
02

A section of the Kids Zone in elevation
3D models of the family of animals

01

Creating an immersive playful 
environment to entertain children 
within a mall.

02
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Kids can climb, sit and move the colourful fiberglass 
animals while their parents continue to shop, with the 
bottom part of the seating lighting up as they sit on it. 
The animals create an interactive playground along the 
arcade, further surrounded by columns of trees, resulting 
in a space that celebrates a happy jungle atmosphere.

03
04

Preliminary design sketches
The furniture helps create a vibrant and entertaining interior

04

03
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Retail Planning, Landscape, 
Architecture, Interior Design

CROSS TOWER

Client: Gaw Capital
Location: Longhua, Shenzhen, China 
GFA: 50,210 sqm
Levels: 2 levels of podium, with 22 levels 
of commercial office above
Designed: 2014
Expected Completion: 2015

A repositioning project that 
creates a distinct address.

Cross Tower is a commercial office tower within the 
Huangpu district of Shanghai. Originally constructed 
in 1998, it has in more recent years gained tremendous 
competition from Grade A office towers in the 
neighborhood. Although it’s located just off the 
Bund, it is immediately adjacent to an eclectic mix 
of lower rise buildings which, although they create 
an interesting streetscape, is not conducive to a 
commercial office address.

We used this distinct and well-
proportioned style as the canvas 
to which we could apply a little 
of the neighborhood’s DNA.

01

01

02

03

The façade reinterprets the original finishes in
a modern context
Section showing public spaces on the ground
floor and commercial spaces above
A material palette rich in contrasting textures
suited the interior
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The objective was to embrace its location, and to be 
inspired by it, creating an offer with real personality, 
a unique vibe, and an address that would find its own 
niche, standing out as something different and take on 
a slightly eccentric persona.

The building is art deco inspired, typical of Shanghai, 
and complemented by many similar aged buildings in 
the neighborhood.  We used this distinct and well-
proportioned style as the canvas to which we could 
apply a little of the neighborhood’s DNA.

The Podium levels are to be re-clad in red brick, directly 
inspired by the local building material. This allows the 
podium to sit harmoniously within the city block, and 
allows the two levels of podium to have a far greater 
human scale, to be read as a two storey block, rather 
than part of a 24 storey tower.

The podium was re-planned in order to increase the 
leasable floor area, creating four separate units. These 
units are intended as F&B offers, with three of the units 
having the ability to spill out onto the newly created 

03

02
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exterior terrace, through operable curtain walls in the 
newly designed podium façade. In order to improve 
the sense of arrival in the main lobby, the lobby was 
increased by pushing out the façade. This sense of 
arrival is further increased by raising the level of the 
car drop-off, eliminating the need for steps up into the 
lobby. This new drop-off is developed as a landscaped 
plaza, rather than simply a driveway and forms part of 
the overall landscape concept.

The interior spaces of the F&B and main lobby have 
a distinctly relaxed feel, with an eclectic mix of 
materials and furniture and a slightly refined industrial 
look of steel glazing frames, exposed concrete, and 
reclaimed timbers.

Cross Tower has been reimagined as a hip, fashionable, 
boutique office address which will no doubt attract the 
creative industries and multinationals alike, who are 
looking for something different.

04
05

A strong contemporary theme dominates the lobby areas
Original features and finishes are combined with crisp modern finishes

05

04
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Façade Design, Interior Design, 
Retail Planning

CRC YANTAI

Client: CRC
Location: Yantai, China
GFA: 30,000 sqm
Levels: 6
Appointed: 2014
Expected Completion: 2015

Our audit and research led to 
a unique concept where the 
end users play a pivotal role in 
immersive spaces.

This project came with a unique challenge wherein 
all 6 levels of the mall arcade stacked directly above 
each other. The concern was that the verticality of the 
volumes would create limited views to the retail offers 
at the upper levels. 

The creative thinking process started by finding 
opportunity to optimise the retail presence of the 
shops especially on the upper floors. This led to the 
idea of pulling the shop identity out toward the void 
edge. Initial sketches capitalized on this approach and 
helped us visualize the entire experience of a ‘Street’ 
developing within the shopping mall. 

The idea matured and the design 
concept materialised: 
The concept of an ‘Urban Street’.

01

02

03

01

02
03

Large, naturally lit atrium punctuated with 
retail boxes
Creating a retail street within the mall space
Early retail planning sketch showing hero 
retailers along the void edge
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The idea matured and the design concept materialised:- 
The concept of an ‘Urban Street’.

Streets are the lifelines of our communities and the 
foundation of our urban economies. They make up 
more than 80 percent of all public space in cities and 
have the potential to bring communities together, 
provide platforms for entertainment and foster 
business activity. A design approach, sensitive to 
the multi-faceted role streets play in our cities was 
adapted. Elements such as sign boards, street furniture 
and the eclectic nature of building styles were studied 
and incorporated in the design. The special character 
of a street evolved through this process.

This is a linear mall with a large central void (30m x 
18m) flanked by shopping arcades on either side. Our 
intention was to create a main focal point at the 
atrium with flexibility for entertainment and event 
activities. The arcades either side of the “city square” 
were given individual personalities as would be found 
in a typical high street acting to create identity and 
orientation within the building. 

A design approach, sensitive to 
the multi-faceted role streets 
play in our cities was adapted.

The central void thus became the ‘Plaza’ and the two 
arcades with distinct design styles were called ‘the 
Galleria’ and ‘the High Street’. 

A visitor would be drawn to explore via the visual 
stimulus both retail dynamism combined with the 
interior architecture. The combination of these two 
elements makes for a constantly appealing journey. 
These compelling features will ensure that the 
customers find pleasure in a timeless experience for 
meeting, entertainment, dining and shopping alike.

06

07
08

Striking linear patterns contrast with the simple
void treatment
A visually dynamic retail arcade
Projecting retail boxes aid brand visibility along the arcade

05
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Section down the length of the podium
Design details communicate the Urban Street concept
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Retail Planning, Interior Design

PENANG 
SENTRAL

Client: MRCB
Location: Penang, Malaysia
GFA: 82,000 sqm (Retail Area)
Levels: 4
Appointed: 2014
Expected Completion: 2016 (Phase 1)

A major re-planning of the 
adopted scheme to introduce 
enhanced connectivity on a site 
separated by major roadways.

To address the requirement of the expected future 
regional growth Penang Sentral has been envisioned as 
a major transportation hub serving as what is termed 
as the Northern Gateway. The Butterworth peninsular 
positioned midway along the south west coast of 
Malaysia is strategically placed to connect Kuala 
Lumpur and Singapore in the South and Thailand and 
countries beyond in the North. 

Lead 8 began the dialogue with our client MRCB in 
early April 2014 starting with a presentation of a series 
of layout enhancements to the proposed retail levels. 

As a major transport interchange the development will 
provide a hub linked to the national rail network, sea 
ferries, major bus terminus plus long and short haul 
taxi services. In addition, private car owners will find 

We adopted the name “Cube” 
as a way of internally branding 
this package of the development. 
Graphics are carefully 
choreographed to ensure that 
travelers and shoppers alike are 
assisted by them as opposed to 
being disorientated.

01

02

01
02

Natural finishes and organic forms combined
Early concept for a bolder urban style
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extensive parking above a variety of shopping, dining 
and entertainment attractions.
 
The phased project completes firstly with the transport 
interchange followed by second phase incorporating 
a major retail destination with hotel sitting atop of 
the whole development. Adjacent to this a number of 
residential towers will be completed in future phases.

From its location on a natural land promontory facing 
the Melaka Straights, the site commands signature 
ocean views which Lead 8 suggested should be 
capitalised upon by allowing the architecture above 
the bus terminal to accommodate a predominant 
mix of dining facilities and light F&B activities. This 
major proposal radically changed the original planning 
diagram in order to allow the upper floors of the 

transport hub to face the sea views. Secondly we 
connected each end of the transport hub to the second 
phase mall via link bridges. This creates a continuous 
loop in the circulation and allows flowing internal 
exploration of the whole development. 

Numerous void spaces open up 
within the circulation spaces 
allowing interesting sightlines to 
the levels above and below.

03
04
05

The Flow Zone uses softer friendlier forms
Integrated art walls punctuate the retail arcades
Sharp angles and bold finishes create an edgier yet contemporary theme

03

04
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As the shopping, dining and entertainment facilities 
above the transport interchange are essentially two 
buildings connected via bridge walkways we noted 
that once connected the internal experience combined 
created a huge floor plate. This made it reasonable to 
adopt a design with two separate interior identities. We 
thought about the traveler in transit with enough spare 
time between journeys to explore. Putting in place a 
clear identity for the two buildings would allow them 
to orientate themselves and enjoy the facilities on offer 
with less concern that they may get lost or miss their 
onward connection somehow.

The transport interchange identity has its roots in 
the economic trading and industrial heritage of the 
peninsular. Shipping containers and sea cargo provide 
a cornerstone of colour and geometry, fusing rawness 
within an urban context. Super graphic typefaces and 
references to street art were utilised to add depth of 

detail to the design. We adopted the name “Cube” 
as a way of internally branding this package of the 
development. Graphics are carefully choreographed to 
ensure that travelers and shoppers alike are assisted 
by them as opposed to being disorientated. Materials 
such as polished concrete paneling and matt 
charcoal coloured wire mesh panels in ceilings and 
balustrades combined with fresh splashes of bright 
colours. This provides a relaxed informal setting for 
restaurateurs, bars or coffee shops to cohabit within 
the arcade spaces. 

The concept behind the adjacent mall contained with 
the phase two development takes its roots from the 
socio-economic trends of the region and with many 
light industries supporting the world’s high technology 
industries we thought that it would be interesting to 
take reference from this in the notion of a community 
and country connected to the wider world. 

We adopted the word “Flow” to identify with this 
package of the architecture. We looked at the patterns 
of traffic, of people, of nature and of information 
flow and used this as the cornerstone to design 
reference images that captured the spirit of a world 
in constant movement. Then we adapted these to the 
interior spaces. The intention was to avoid a literal 
interpretation but create an interior that would convey 
a more refined personality.

Contrast was established through a juxtaposition of 
the urban Cube Zone and that of the more abstract 
Flow Zone. We matured the design which developed 
with a simple feminine flowing internal ambience. 
Natural timbers combine with organic ceiling and 
floor patterns which blend with a timeless appeal 
that applies well with the commercial activities of 
retailers occupying this part of the mall. Numerous void 
spaces open up within the circulation spaces allowing 
interesting sightlines to the levels above and below. 
Lighting features connect the architectural elements 
by means of linear elements within and below the 
ceiling plane. As a final touch, the creative influences 
found in Georgetown will be incorporated in the 
internal fabric as a subtle nod to the diversity of the 
local culture of the region.

06

06 - 08 
Early conceptual sketches introduce the zone themes
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OUR DESIGN PHILOSOPHY

BUILT 
ENVIRONMENT

In terms of architectural outcomes, climate, 
culture, and site all play a major role in 
our design process, as does the need for a 

sustainable realised outcome; whether this is 
through the use of new technologies, recycled 
materials or loose-fit masterplans and building 
forms. As is the market trend at present, much 
of our work is also about re-use of old buildings, 
either rejuvenating them, or giving them new 
uses; and our HK studio is a case in point, a 
warehouse re-imagined 
as a vibrant creative 
workspace.
 
With sustainability in 
mind, many of our large-
scale mixed use projects 
eschew the use of too 
many glazed areas both 
on the façade and in the 
roof. This movement 
away from the ubiquitous glass box not only 
has energy saving benefits, it also re-introduces 
solid surfaces; a canvas for contextual expression 
and personality.
 
As many of our architectural projects are 
Transot-Oriented Developments (TOD’s), our work 
intrinsically involves pushing the boundaries 
in sustainable thinking, where public transport 
modes are situated around and below commercial 

uses such as retail, offices, residential and hotels, 
thereby making it possible to live, work and play 
in one location, often without the need for a car. 
These new paradigms of urban development tend 
to maximize the use of a site, where every square 
metre of space is utilised, and where density 
ratios of 10 are common. On a planet where land 
is scarce, we rise to the challenge of maximizing 
its usage, and we pioneer cities where multi-
functional uses can co-exist, and where public 

realm and parks are 
designed in a vertical 
rather than horizontal 
manner. In many of our 
projects, the ‘street’ 
is configured as a 
vertical experience, and 
potentially fallow roof-
tops are used as public 
and private gardens.
 

Physical models, 3D modeling and materials 
technologists all play a major part in our design 
processes, as a deep understanding of the 
properties and capabilities of materials and 
technologies is essential to enable us to stretch 
the limits of design. Although too often perceived 
as supporting the grander project aims, we see 
them as integral to the process, allowing us to 
explain, visualise and even add value to the ideas 
we conceive.

What is important is that we at 
Lead 8 are connected, striving 

hard for the same goals with an invisible 
aura of persistence.

WHAT LEAD 8 MEANS TO ME

Puja Khanna
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Making a new city, town or urban quarter is a 
momentous undertaking, and a design challenge 
which is more about tomorrow than today. When 
we are invited to masterplan mixed use areas, or 
neighbourhoods, or sometimes whole towns, we always 
aim to create memorable and liveable city quarters.
 
Mixing uses rather than zoning is a must, and it 
is no coincidence that our favourite urban places 
accommodate a wide community cross section, and 
also complementery uses; all within an easy stroll. 
In this regard, we also advocate the principles of 

“walkable” cities, where transit nodes and retail and 
workplace opportunities are all within a 300 to 1,000m 
radius of all homes, and as well as creating vibrant 
communities, this also allows an option for cars to be 
left at home.
 
We also favour radial arrangements and lattices and 
grids over more closed forms of planning, as the 
lattice is a form that is infinitely expandable, and 
so enables the town, city or neighbourhood to grow 
organically when needed. We find as well that the 
grid form allows the creation of appropriately sized 
development plots so that parcels can be developed 
and re-developed with almost unlimited flexibility. We 
are not advocates of urban design guidelines being 
too prescriptive either, as we have seen through our 
project work in Asia how tightly controlled masterplans 
can inhibit the amalgamation of plots, or density, or 

Article

CITY MAKING

Simon Blore
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The provision of arterial connector routes for cars, 
public transport and pedestrians is also a key part 
of our thinking, as it not only allows the evolution of 
street addresses, the artery also brings life, visibility 
and connectedness to the furthermost points of the 
masterplan. Whilst developers of sites might think their 
customers demand the perceived comfort and security 
of disconnected streets, dead ends are fundamentally 
unattractive to pedestrians and cyclists, and force 
all traffic onto a few key roads, leading to unsafe 
conditions for motorized and non-motorized travelers 
alike. Such layouts also lead us towards societal 
segregation; and this is never a good thing!
 
Working with these principles above, it is then essential 
for us to consider local climate, both macro and micro, 
so that future buildings can be laid out appropriately 
for sunpaths, and also streets and routes can be 
orientated for either wind protection, or for the 
encouragement of breeze-ways in hotter climes.
 
Last but not least in our thinking is the inspiration 
provided by the Place, the specific site. Generators 
of form can be found from neighbouring successful 
buildings, from topography, landmarks, views, flora 
and fauna; the list is almost endless, but at Lead 8 we 
rigorously review each and every local finding to weave 
them in to a liveable city, but one that truly fits its 
specific place and time.

heights, or usage or all of these. Although we think 
we design intelligent masterplans, we don’t believe 
we can yet predict the future, so we always favour a 
flexible block plan, to create plots that can be used in 
different ways. The best cities exhibit this quality by 
evolving and transforming themselves over time, and 
through this progression, plot ratios, use restrictions, 
densities and heights are all reviewed time and again 
by city planners.
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When I came on board, the team had already made 
a brilliant start, but I was soon able to win a number 
of new projects in China to help expand the Studio. 
Great people and a strong company ethos, are the 
key ingredients in creating great Architecture, and my 
focus has always been about people!

Claude Touikan

Director

Considering we are a startup that only really began 
operations in Spring 2014, the support from the 
industry so far has been really heartening, and from 
drawing up a rudimentary business plan with Simon 
and Claude, we have currently far exceeded all of 
our expectations. For me personally, it was also great 
to get the call from Sun Hung Kai (a well known HK 
developer) to become involved as a sub-consultant to 
P&T Architects in their exciting ITC mixed use project 
in Shanghai; and this shows again that it’s the people 
who make the company.

Simon Chua

Director

HOME SWEET HOME
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Masterplanning, Architecture, 
Interiors, Branding

ONE CITY

Client: Horoy Holdings
Location: Longhua, Shenzen, China
GFA: 320,000 sqm
Levels: 5 above ground, 2 below
Appointed: 2014 - 2015
Expected Completion: 2018

The 9 hectare commercial core 
of a wider mixed use masterplan, 
Lots 7 and 9 propose a new vision 
for downtown Longhua.

The Longhua district in north Shenzhen, is a former 
manufacturing centre that is rapidly growing in to 
a dormitory community for the city of Shenzhen. 
With MTR train connections, and improved road 
links, factories are re-locating to newer and smaller 
premises, leaving large tracts of brownfield land to be 
re-developed for homes and commercial uses.
 
Longhua today however is a city without a civic heart, 
and so our project, with our client Horoy Holdings, is 
partly a mission to provide a city centre, and a new 
CBD as well as a retail focus.
 

In the masterplan for Lots 9 
and 7 we were keen to create 
a “CBD cluster” where the 
offices and hotel functions on 
both sites could co-exist as a 
pair of towers.

01

02

The new proposal embeds itself into the 
existing skyline
Early masterplan showing the range of plots

01

02
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Cogniscant of the programme content being planned 
for the adjacent land plots to the north and east, in 
designing the 9 ha Lots 7 and 9, Lead commenced 
our design process by proposing a holistic commercial 
masterplan of complimentary uses and positions for 
all 5 lots, so that the 1.5km / 20 minute walk through 
all of the new districts would be an engaging and 
vibrant experience.
 
Closest to the new MTR station, Lot 2 will serve a 

“gateway” function for the whole neighborhood, and 
coining the positioning name of “Mid-Town”, the types 
of uses envisaged here will be cutting edge fashion, 
entertainment, a cinema complex, mixed with new 
workplace towers and high-rise apartments.
 

03
04

05
06 
07

Early tower sketch
The main retail façade faces out onto a large 
public plaza
Retail planning sketch showing outdoor plazas
Early tower sketch 
The aerial view shows the extent of 
interconnectivity of the public space at grade

04

03 05

06 Leveraging the linear park to the north and east of 
the commercial land, Lot 5 known as “the Park”, will 
contain residential, workplaces, and 2-3 levels of semi-
outdoor lifestyle retail.
 
Lot 7, with residential, a 216m tall office tower, and 
a 140,000 sqm retail centre is being imagined as the 
City Centre; the epicentre of both this masterplan and 
also Longhua.
 
At the farthest point of the commercial zone, the 

“markets” area will be home to local retail and a 
supermarket/superstore, and adjacent to this site, 
Lot 9 will be a residential and homestores district, as 
well as being home to a mixed use tower containing 
Workplace and a Business Hotel.
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In the masterplan for Lots 9 and 7 we were keen to 
create a “CBD cluster” where the offices and hotel 
functions on both sites could co-exist as a pair of 
towers to concentrate the business uses on the 
key commercial street corner. From a people flow 
perspective, this strategy also served to attract 
workers, shoppers and visitors to a new hub location 
within the masterplan. The 10 minute walk from the 
new MTR station is a tolerable distance for convenient 
proximity, and from Lots 2 through 5 and 7, a lower 
ground floor street provides a weather-protected, and 
retail lined linkage.
 
The Architectural challenge was one of scale, in that 
our team was charged with both materplanning the 
area, and also designing several new buildings in a new 
city quarter, and so we felt it was important to create 
the type of urban variety found in more established 

cities, where growth is both slower and more organic, 
and where different architects have added to the 
evolving urban scene.
 
Each of the buildings within Lot 7 and 9 were therefore 
viewed as distinct, and we worked with the residential 
architect (local firm Capol International) to deliver a 
new district of variety but also one of contextualism.
 
The Lot 7 retail building has been designed with a 
covered city square entry space at the busy SW road 
junction, and this new civic gathering point has a 
permeable relationship with the galleried retail levels 
beyond. The Retail mall is designed as two main halls, 
linked as an “S-curve”, with a hub Rotunda creating a 
hinge between both wings; the Rotunda also serving 
as a neighbourhood link access point through the 
malls to open space north and south to enhance 
urban connectivity.
 

08
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Early design sketches 
Commercial towers cradle the residential developments, sited 
to maximise views of planned green space
Large glass covered events space is bathed in natural light
Favourable views of green spaces were reserved for the 
residential towers
A large semi-open retail boulevard creates an interesting 
experience for visitor

10

09

08
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The South and West side of Lot 7 has been designed 
as “city”, in that the architecture is made from glazing, 
metal, stone and terracotta; whereas facing the linear 
park, the North and East elevations are designed as 

“park”, with vertical planting and louvres providing a 
soft and natural composition fronting to the residential 
neighbourhood beyond.
 

For the homewares retail district of Lot 9, we chose 
to work with a pallete of brick and steel, to create an 
industrial aesthetic that served as a memory of the 
factory that once occupied the site. Rather than re-
develop the brownfield land with shiny new buildings, 
Lot 9 was designed as a layer of history, a link to the 
recent past of industrial Longhua.
 

When configuring the two main towers for lots 7 & 9, 
the brief from the client was for commercially practical 
floor plates, and this necessarily dictated a regular 
form for each tower. We did however seek to express 
the function within, and so for the 197m hotel/office 
mixed use tower 2 in Lot 9, the form articulation was 
driven by our desire to express the hotel function in 
the lower zones, the shared lobby at ground level, and 
then the circulation zoning of the office floors above. 
In the same way, the single function 216m office tower 
in Lot 7 has also been articulated to express the lift 
zoning arrangements between high, middle and low 
office zones. So that these two commercial towers 
could be read as part of a mini-CBD, we have also 
utilised similar materials and façade profiles, but to 
give commercial leasing flexibility (and ultimately a 

better potential for building longevity) each tower has 
a different size and shape office floor plate, so that the 
location will have a wider leasing appeal to prospective 
future tenants.
 
The interior architecture of the Lots 7 and 9 retail 
buildings were also designed as distinct urban spaces, 
with the height and scale of Lot 7 imagined as being 
more outward looking, and recalling grand European 
arcades such as Milan Galleria. The smaller scale Lot 
9 was positioned to primarily serve the local residents, 
the community in the surrounding neighbourhood, so 
we designed the internal spaces to be smaller in scale, 
and perhaps more “familiar” in feel, as the post-
industrial aesthetic of the exterior was continued to the 
interior spaces.

12

11
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Is it me, or does the phrase “form follows function” 
appear to hold less importance in today’s design 
process, than perhaps it did when it was first uttered?
 
As a proponent of “form follows function”, I question 
why it now appears less evident in design thinking, 
than it did in the early part of the 20th Century, when 
it was so liberally bantered.
 
Often wrongly attributed to Gropius and his buddies 
(of Bauhaus fame), in their quest for pure functionality 
and their dismissal of applied ornamentation. The 
phrase was actually first penned as a line in a poem, by 
the architect Louis Henry Sullivan, where he said “That 
form ever follows function. This is the law”.
 
Sullivan, not opposed to ornamentation, obviously 
felt very strongly about the importance of this “law”. 
Frank Lloyd Wright, who worked as Sullivan’s Chief 
Draughtsman for 6 years, later qualified that “form 
and function should be one, joined in a spiritual union”.
 
My apologies for the history lesson, but I tend to 
agree with Mr. Wright, there should be an equal 
balance between both considerations; however, I am 
inclined to throw another force into the mix, and that 
is one of constraints.

Design is the process of solving an identified problem, 
but in order to develop a successful design you must 
first understand the constraints set upon it, before you 

Opinion

A BALANCED
DIET

John Denton

Finding the sweet spot.

OUR DESIGN PHILOSOPHY

HOLISTIC 
DESIGN

As well as architects and urban designers, 
we also have creative teams doing 
branding, interior design and graphic 

design, meaning we offer a set of fully integrated 
design services. This holistic design offer where 
project positioning and marketing are developed 
in tandem with space-making, sees that the brand 
essence of a project is tangible 
in all parts of the built outcome. 
Identifying the essence of the 
project in it’s early stages is 
vital in ensuring we can then 
translate it into a physical brand 
experience for the end user.
 
Regardless of the outcome of 
any project, be it a building, 
an interior or an identity, our 
commitment to this holistic approach sees us 
combine disciplines for the early conceptual 
workshops. Having these different perspectives is 
invaluable to gaining a thorough understanding 
of the brief, and achieving a robust conceptual 
approach that can translate across these 
disciplines at a later date.
 

Good design is about the process; the journey 
to transform an ‘idea’ into a tangible form. The 
materials, thinking and processes involved in 
realising 3D form is the aspect that differentiates 
good design from great design; and a design 
classic from a follower of fashion. In this digital 
age, the temptation to emulate iconic form is 

everywhere, whereas the path 
to classic and timeless products 
with longevity is the route less 
followed.
 
So rather than a house style, the 
design work of Lead 8 is more 
about a culture and an attitude. 
The propagation of this belief 
through all our Leaders does, we 
believe, give Lead 8 the longevity 

to last successive generations of designers. 
Putting process and product first is our true 
essence and philosophy. Our personal outcome 
is a studio populated with creative people and 
a strong team who are the custodians of our 
infinite brand.
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of form taking precedence in many of the “iconic” 
architectural schemes that have sprung up across 
Asia in recent decades. Schemes which, although they 
look interesting on paper and perhaps from a distance, 
have been difficult to deliver in reality. This is no doubt 
due to the design process ignoring the constraints; the 
big one being “buildability”.
 
As technology continues to advance, allowing us to 
design ever complex forms and apply the latest in 

“physics defying” materials, let’s not lose sight of 
the fundamentals.
 
Functionality is still our friend.

start the process. These constraints can be any number 
of factors, such as legal, political, social, environmental, 
economic, or time; the last two being the usual suspects.
 
In the new mechanical world of Sullivan’s time, where 
it was so easy to understand the marriage between 
form and function, it must have been impossible to 
believe that this relationship could ever be questioned. 
However, with the dawn of microelectronics, it would 
appear this relationship is indeed in question.
 
The best example of this is the smart phone, probably 
one of the most powerful adornments of modern man. 
Although smart phones possess what appear to be an 
infinite number of functions, their form has in no way 
been influenced by these functions (apart from the 
need for a display). The function that smart phones fail 
to accommodate (in their form) is an ergonomic one. 
These objects require direct human interaction, yet 
this simplest of functions appears to have been totally 
ignored. I have no doubt that failing to accommodate 
this function has resulted in many dropped phones. The 
more cynical amongst you may be muttering “planned 
obsolescence”.
 

Design is the process of solving 
an identified problem, but in 
order to develop a successful 
design you must first understand 
the constraints set upon it, 
before you start the process. 

While some of these smart phones are truly beautiful 
to look at, with exquisite detailing and are beautifully 
manufactured, they have failed to solve the number 
one design problem; how do you hold it?

With the constant development of technology, I suspect 
this problem will not be solved, just simply bypassed, as 
we transition to some form of hands free solution.
 
This apparent back turning to functionality, in our 
appreciation of our designed world, can be seen 
everywhere. We often hear the term “designer” when 
referring to some products, or “design classic”, when 
they have been around for some years, but often the 
products receiving these labels are objects that fail to 
deliver on their most fundamental functional promises. 
For example, juicers that don’t juice, or chairs that 
aren’t comfortable. Surely if a chair isn’t comfortable 
it fails to be a chair? Referring to them as sculpture 
perhaps would hold more truth?
 
It is easy to scrutinise the functionality of products 
of a human scale, as we have a very personal 
interaction with them, but there are also examples 
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This unique retail development is situated directly 
beneath a large public park in central Harbin. Opposite 
an established and already successful mall by the 
same developer, our signage and wayfinding project 
sees the retail offer extended to create a large civic 
development for the people of Harbin.

The signage concept was derived from the broader idea 
of bringing the park down into the interior spaces. By 
recommending extensive planting and greenery along 
the main atria throughout the space, partnered with 
an elegant and sculptural signage concept, we aimed 
to soften the overall physical space inside the arcade.

Underground Mall Signage

Client: Hong Bo
Location: Harbin, China
Levels: 1 above ground, 2 below
Designed: 2014
Completed: 2015

Signage and wayfinding system 
for a new retail destination 
situated underneath a public park. 

HONG BO
SIGNAGE

01

02

Floor signage, inspired by the organic forms of petals, uses 
coloured light to denote the zone
Ceiling sign elegantly folds over the mounting bar

01

02
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The expressive form of the signage, coupled with lighting 
details that change depending on the time of day and 
shopping zone, results in a unique solution for the client 
and one that is distinctly relevant to the context.

The development aims to give something back to 
the local community in the form of a large public 
attraction above ground, and extensive inside space 
and a contemporary retail environment below ground, 
usable throughout Harbin’s notoriously cold winters.

At the time of publication the signage is currently 
under construction and due for completion at the end 
of 2015. 

03
04
05
06

Sketch of early concept in the retail arcade
Integrating services within the signage structure
Preliminary design sketch
Early concepts explored more urban inspired themes

03

04
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06
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Graphic Design, Creative Direction

HKIA 

Client: Sky-Yutaka / HKIA
Output: Logo and identity system
Purpose: Global travelling exhibition
Designed: June 2014
Exhibited: Oct 2014 onwards

An identity system for the HKIA’s 
global travelling exhibition.

Working in close partnership with the curatorial team 
to create an identity system that’s in tune with the 
exhibition theme.
 
The Hong Kong Institute of Architects (HKIA) Annual 
Awards are celebrating their 50th year in 2014 and 
Lead 8 were commissioned to create a logo and 
identity system for a travelling exhibition celebrating 
this milestone.
 
Working closely with the curators and producers, Sky-
Yutaka, our initial research uncovered a range of strong 
themes. Entitled ‘Tall Storeys – Evolution in Hong Kong 
Architecture – 1965-2014’, the curatorial narrative had 
strong connotations of the verticality inherent in the 50 
years from 1964—2014, but overall was a celebration of 
positive progression.
 
To standout in a visually busy environment, a distinct, 
strong and simple marque becomes the hero of the 
identity. This marque is formed of 5 component parts, 
which not only marry up with the way the exhibition 
was planned – decade by decade – but are inspired 
by the way Chinese characters are constructed 
of compound elements. In addition to this, the 
geographic forms hint at the strong modular shapes 
that informed the early architecture in the exhibition. 
This final marque endorsed a family of logotypes, 
catering for the variety of required applications, both 
print and digital.
 

01
02

Event poster design
Family of logos and structure

01

02
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The colour pallete employs a strong base colour 
combined with 5 brights, each representing a decade, 
which visually reinforce the broader accents of 
positivity and progression. The variety of applications 
used a lot of different imagery and photographic 
styles so the palette needed to be robust and flexible 
enough to cope.
 
Typographically there was a desire to replicate the 
duality, that attitude of progress, which existed within 
the narrative. Every building addressed problems of 
the past while looking to the future, therefore two 
typefaces were chosen for the identity. The modern 
geometric typeface Gotham was chosen for titles, 
representing the forward-looking theme and whose 
origins lie in architectural sphere. At its inception it 
represented progress into the digital age, and indeed 
the future, but with a reassuring familiarity. For all 
its geometry and modernity, it is heavily influenced 
by typefaces of the past, a direct echo of the overall 
exhibition theme.
 

03
04
05
06

Colour palette split by decade
Design templates for advertising and display collateral
Exhibition boards used a strict grid and colour coding
The colour theme was utilised throughout the microsite

03

04
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Sabon, used for all body copy, better represents 
the attitudes of the past. Designed out of a need 
for change, and more specifically as a reaction to 
technological developments in printing, it ties in to the 
problem solving stories highlighted in the exhibition. 
The fact that it was designed in 1965, the same year 
the HKIA awards started, is no accident.
 
The identity was applied to a range of exhibition 
collateral, including project boards, digital applications 
and posters. A 5-column typographic grid helped 
carry on the decade-theme through the typesetting 
and layout. The simple yet energetic visual language 
complemented the overall exhibition story and was 
well-received both here in Hong Kong and at the launch.
 

The exhibition opened at the Royal Institute 
of Architects (RIBA) headquarters in London 
in October 2014, attended by a wide range of 
representatives from Hong Kong and the UK, 
including some of award winning practices and 
RIBA representatives. After the UK, it returns to 
Hong Kong before continuing to travel through 
Taiwan, the US and Europe throughout 2015.

05 06
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Architecture, Interiors, Brand
& Signage Design

PACIFIC 
CENTURY PLAZA

Client: Gaw Capital
Location: Sanlitun, Beijing, China
GFA: 17,000 sqm
Levels: 5 above ground, 
1 level below ground
Appointed: 2014
Expected Completion: 2015

The new building amalgamates 
mini-block retail, lifestyle offices, 
and 4 high-rise tower offices.

One of the pioneering mixed use projects in Beijing, 
Pacific Century Place is now being re-imagined by 
Lead 8 as mini-block retail and lifestyle office space.

Lead 8 is commissioned to renovate the building’s 
architecture and interior, whilst also undertaking a 
complete spatial and circulation re-working of the 
podium zone. The design aims to bring a fresh and 
stylish atmosphere to the building, in order to re-
position PCP with a new purpose as a major Workplace 
and Retail Hub with direct links to the MTR. 

01

02

03

04

A new glass cube becomes the focal point of 
the façade
The large central atrium re-imagined as a 
gathering place
Private meeting rooms project out from the 
atrium’s glass walls
A vast public plaza helps draw people toward 
the main podium entrance01
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05

06

07

08

09

10

Office tower signage echoes the fins used in 
the interior finishes
Masterbrand logo maintains the existing 
PCP name
Straightforward sketch forms for the Office 
Tower signage
Façade signs illustrate the hierarchy of 
development logo and podium logo
The podium identity took on a different name 
and style to the overall development
A clean and contemporary aesthetic was 
employed for the stationery

06
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08
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05
06
07

Communal office areas are brought up to date
Office lift lobbies are given a sophisticated edge
Pedestrian level view of an early façade concept

06
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07
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Urban Planning, Retail Architecture, 
Retail Planning

XUJIAHUI

Client: Sun Hung Kai Properties
Location: Shanghai, China
GFA: 220,000 sqm
Levels: 2/3 basement levels, 
and 4-5 storeys above ground
Appointed: 2014
Expected Completion: TBC

A new 1,000,000 sqm transport 
oriented mixed use development 
in Xujiahui district, Shanghai.

The project is a large scale urban destination hub 
combining hotel, office towers, retail streets and 
spaces, an entertainment district, and a cultural 
quarter, and the intention is to create new paradigms 
in the design of Transit Oriented Mixed Use 
Developments.
 
We have been developing an urban design approach 
for this large scale mixed use site by sketching out a 
collection of streets and spaces that work with the local 
urban grain, create “addresses” for the various towers, 
and which also complement the indoor retail zones.
 
P&T are developing designs for cultural, commercial 
and residential uses within Lots 1, 2 and 3, and the 
masterplan for the XuJiaHui Project portion envisages 
ground level and bridge level linkages to all of these sites, 
to deliver a truly walkable mixed use city neighbourhood.
 

Key consideration has been given 
to the wider neighbourhood, and 
the potential masterplan linkages 
and gateways to adjacent 
buildings and spaces to ensure 
we achieve full integration with 
the urban fabric of the district.

01

02

03

Study model shows the interconnectivity at 
various levels throughout the site
Early design sketches helped to sell the 
character of the development
Extensive green space helps create an urban 
park

01
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Key consideration has been given to the wider 
neighbourhood, and the potential masterplan linkages 
and gateways to adjacent buildings and spaces to 
ensure we achieve full integration with the urban fabric 
of the district.
 
As well as a new ground level transportation centre, a 
new below grade MTR station is also being constructed 
as part of the regeneration project, and we are 
currently liaising closely with the Shanghai Metro 
company to achieve seamless linkages above and 
below ground, and also to fine tune the placing of 

entrances and MTR ventilation shafts within the new 
public realm. We are also working with the MTR to 

“break the box” of the station with glazed walls and 
seamless naturally lit routes offering views and direct 
access to a below ground Winter Garden that is placed 
as a transition space between station and below 
ground retail arcades.
 
The flow of people to and from the MTR and Bus 
station have been configured for maximum efficiency 
and ease of use, but the routes also pass through and 
along the main open spaces and public realm that 
are planned for XuJiaHui Project. A large urban park 
immediately to the east of the project will bring much 
needed natural open space to the neighbourhood, and 
this park will also have a life as a focus for cultural 
events in the district.
 

For social inclusiveness and variety in the street scene, 
we are exploring a hierarchy of streets and spaces 
where there are a full range of places from premium 
to local, so that differing rental levels for different 
locations will enable start-up businesses to co-exist 
with national and international tenants. Shanghai is a 
vibrantly entrepreneurial city, so we need to create the 
conditions to allow new businesses to find a home and 
flourish in this new city district.
 
The building footprints and urban design guidelines 
are still a work in progress as the masterplan 
continues to be refined. Final Architectural forms for 
Towers and spaces will also be developed later in the 
process, and only once the urban diagram has been 
successfully resolved.

03

02
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CIRCLE-SQUARE

The optimal definitions of character: square for work, circle for play

I am so absolutely thrilled to be joining as a Singapore 
based Director of Lead 8 and continue the incredible 
journey we have had with colleagues from our previous 
firm. Singapore is a spectacular location and strategic 
platform to expand our design portfolio in to the SE 
Asian markets.

Meeta Patel

Director

Re-joining my ex-colleagues in 2014 has been a real 
high. We all find our Studio a difficult place to leave 
each night, as it is such an inspiring place to work; 
it’s an environment where everyone of our team 
participates in and shares in our success.

John Denton

Director
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Master Planning, Retail Planning, 
Architecture, Façade Design

LOGISTICS 
CENTER

Client: Confidential
Location: Longhua, Shenzhen, China
GFA: 380,000 sqm
Levels: 54 above ground, 4 below
Designed: 2014 - 2015
Expected Completion: TBC

Lifestyle oriented retail 
experiences with seamless 
connectivity to underground 
transportation.

The project site is located on the western side of this 
southern city, adjacent to 2 major residential areas. The 
neighborhood is currently lacking a commercial and 
civic heart; a place where the community can gather 
and mix.
 
Lead 8 have been appointed to create a lifestyle 
oriented retail precinct with a significant scale office 
tower, soho office and contemporary residential homes 
at this site, at a junction point in the city.
 

01

02

03

04

05

Distinctive tower design creates a beacon for 
the development
Early design sketches explore massing within 
the site
Large outdoor avenues introduce al fesco 
dining and green parks to the public
A lively outdoor space with events auditorium 
in the centre
Outside F&B animates the open spaces01

02
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05

04

This new City Centre will be built above two future 
metro lines with direct connections from the transit 
concourses to its basement. These two metro lines will 
commence services in 2015 & 2016. To further enhance 
the integrated transportation advantages of the 
location, the Lead 8 design team have planned a public 
transport interchange (PTI) at the basement level and 
this utilizes the underground retail arcade as a means 
to seamlessly connect together the transport elements, 
the retail and the above ground office towers.
 

A sunken plaza is designed at the heart of the 
development as a focal point for events and a 
gathering point, as well as a powerful connector of the 
basement levels with the ground floor retail precincts. 
Footbridges on the 2nd level provide a traffic-free and 
weather protected connection to all the office buildings 
within the site. A 235 meter tall office tower with over 
80,000 sqm of office space will become a landmark of 
this new district.
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Retail Planning, Interior Design

ZHUHAI RIBBON

Client: Huafa Zhuhai
Location: Zhuhai, Guangdong, China
GFA: 30,000 sqm
Levels: 6
Appointed: 2014
Expected Completion: 2015

Reviewing and reconstructing the 
way customers experience this 
retail development.

Lead 8 were appointed to carry out a full audit of the 
clients existing interior master plan and have evolved 
a design that synthesizes the power of the external 
architectural language with the internal spaces.
 
Lead 8 capitalised on the strength of the architecture 
which celebrates the geometries that are created 
by the flowing patterns within nature. The buildings 
awesome scale and twisting geometry evolves in 
the micro-scale of the interior. Internal spaces have 
been sculptured in the re-planning in order to link the 
external public spaces in a seamless visual experience.
 

01
02

Open shop fronts help enlarge the space
Early retail character sketch

01

02
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The key challenges in this project were not in its scale 
but in the complexity of unusual building constraints. 
Unusual internal level changes and very compressed 
slab to slab dimensions meant that many hours of 
coordination had to take place in order to implement a 
striking design solution without compromise.

03
04
05

Early retail character sketch
Open F&B frontage spills out into the arcade walkways
Retail lift lobbies are kept bright and airy

04

03

05

06 07

06 - 07  Early design sketches
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A person’s memory of a place often consists of 
their personal encounters though experiences 
and sometimes fate. We find ourselves better at 
remembering and recognising a place because we 
have lived or worked there before. A desire to return is 
sometimes driven by need, coincidence, or simply to 
enjoy being there.
 
Our lifestyles are often directed by the cities we live in. 
The way we commute, the places we eat, time out with 
our families and friends. How businesses are conducted 
is all dependent on how places are structured and 
designed. “Place making” our communities.
 
There is a greater desire to get out of our limited 
spaces around us as cities become increasingly 
dense, transport networks expand and people today 
find themselves working in urban hubs in highly 
populated cities. These hubs consist of retail centers, 
malls, hotels and offices, with accommodation either 
built on top or closely knitted with public transport 
integrated just below.  
 
With the rise of e-commerce, it opens up an entirely 
new scale of consumption and convenience, which has 
also been gradually shaping our lifestyle. The desire to 
buy something is now just clicks away on our phones 
or computers. The shopping experience is reinventing 
itself and maturing into a new trend. This key 
difference results in less need for physical contact with 
the malls and frees up time to spend on other activities 

like going to a park to catch up on emails or meeting 
others at cafes around the neighborhood block instead. 
It’s a good thing to be heading back to the streets to 
interact with real people.
 
What if we re-create our streets and bring back the 
joy of spending time outside, dining in a park, looking 
at terraces of activities beyond, simply bringing 
people together into our projects? Fusing exterior and 
interior spaces and enriching the people experience. 
Unlike conventional malls where everything is tightly 
engineered for results and gain, we create quality 
spaces for the enjoyment of our emotions and 
importantly, creating memories so that we come back, 
again and again. We believe this is the right step to 
take into the future - creation of community spaces.

Reflecting on the many schemes and projects we 
have worked on for the past few years, there is a rising 
element of bringing back ‘the outside space’. We 
can see interesting trends in Chinese cities today like 
grannies dancing in neighborhood parks and plazas; 
the transformation of city spaces and redefining public 
spaces. China also currently has the world’s largest 
growing coffee market with a more than six fold 
increase in the number of Starbucks outlets alone over 
the past ten years. People enjoy being out there. It’s 
a reflection on a rising new lifestyle where boundaries 
between work and living are flexible and mobility 
becomes the new convenience and priority.
 
With over 200 million people forecast to be moving into 
cities in the next 10 years, there is a good opportunity 
for architects and designers to rethink and transform 
new neighborhoods for working and living.
 
We find ourselves often at the crossroads of many 
debates and discussions with our clients and 
collaborators when envisioning projects, positioning 
and designing them. A new path seems to have 
opened up before us and we are heading along a 
familiar route - heading back to the streets again.

Opinion

BACK TO THE
STREETS

Simon Chua

Rebuilding our communities - 
a reflection on trends and 
recreating places.

Charles Moore, Chambers of a Memory Palace, MIT Press, 1994.

Paths are where your feet 
actually trod, so what happens 
along the way becomes the 
important thing.
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Master Planning, Retail Planning, 
Architecture, Residential Façade 
Design, Interior Design

QIANHAI

Client: Horoy Holdings
Location: Qianhai district, 
Shenzhen, China
GFA: 320,400 sqm
Levels: Levels: 3 above ground,2 below
Appointed: 2014 - 2015
Expected Completion: 2018

The Qianhai district in north Shenzhen is a newly 
developed CBD for the area. Together with all the 
major developments, the whole district will become a 
major financial hub which will be comparable to city 
of Hong Kong. The site is located by riverside. With 
MTR direct connection, the site will become major 
transportation hub. Site consists 2 office towers, 2 
residential towers, a 5-star hotel and retail podium, 
total GFA of this development is 320,400 sqm. Located 
in the heart of the area, design intends to create an 
alternative outdoor experience, together with the retail 
and commercial activities, for the users.

Civic square concept is translated into more modern 
architectural language, and create and commune 
space for all functions. Not only the on-site users, but 
also surrounding visitors, will enjoy the experience. 
In order to create atmosphere and connectivity, a 
monumental bridge link is penetrating the site, creating 
multi-level entrance to the retail podium, also creating 
an urban bypass for pedestrian. The site itself represent 
a new concept of urban space. Also, the uniqueness 
of the architecture form facing internally, creates 
memorable monument by the Shenzhen River.

01

02

Extensive green space elevated above
street level
Large anchor tenants are catered for 
at key locations at ground level

01

02
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03

04

05
06

A tiered open courtyard sits within the heart 
of the development
The silky, ribbon like retail façade twists 
around the podium structure
Early concept sketch in plan
Landscaping creates relaxing pathways which 
cater for more casual visitors
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Master Planning, Retail Planning, 
Architecture, Interior Design

INTEGRATED 
RESORT

Client: Confidential
Location: Confidential
GFA: 150,000 sqm
Levels: 7, above ground
Designed: 2014 - 2015
Expected Completion: 2018

Master planning and architectural 
services on a mixed-use integrated 
resort, adjacent to a regional airport.

In Autumn 2014, Lead 8 commenced master planning 
services for this key airport city site. The early phases 
of the 8.5 ha core project are part of a 30 ha wider 
master plan for which Lead 8 provided ideas in the 
early stages of design.

01

02
03

The site feeds off the surrounding road 
network, with numerous entrances located 
around the perimeter
Early sketch for the larger masterplan
The large waterpark sits right within the 
heart of the plot

02

01
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Lead 8 individuals’ key experience in being part of 
the design team for Changi Airport T4* and Jewel* 
(at Changi T1) were a significant factor in both our 
appointment for this project and also the ongoing 
design stages, as the proximity to the regional airport 
needed to be leveraged in the design.

The design focus has now changed to the phase 1 water 
park, tourist hotels, retail, convention centre, F&B 
street and residential. The active water park has been 

placed at the heart of the project as a 3 ha central 
park, with every use component facing in to this 
central green space.

Looping around the park, a traffic calmed cycling and 
walking promenade will link all the land parcels and 
uses, and the key public areas of hotels, convention, 
retail and water park will also be linked by weather-
protected elevated walkways to create seamless 
connectivity within the master plan.

The form of the latest master plan has originated 
from the desire to create a grand north/south water 
axis through the site, visually linking the surrounding 
neighbourhood to the water park, through the middle 
of the four-star business/tourist hotel.

Our early thoughts on architecture have explored an 
attitude of simple built form for the main blocks; a 
louvered screening layer as insulation and protection 
from the hot tropical sun, planted roofs and a zone 

of 2-3 storey smaller scale buildings that will help to 
ameliorate the visual impact of the surrounding 6-7 
storey towers. The intention as well is to make use 
of the green roof of the retail building as a dramatic 
upper terrace to the water park.

*Changi Airport T4 and Jewel are projects undertaken with other 

architects whilst employed at Benoy Limited.

03
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MAKE IT HAPPEN

Author unknown

It has been a massively inspiring time to work with the 
partners of Lead 8 and to build a vision for a company 
from the beginning. Our collaborative and trusting 
culture and the energy and enthusiasm for our Brand 
is tangible everywhere in our new studio. We are 
interesting in talent and bringing in the best people 
from all fields and backgrounds.

Simon Blore

Director

I am delighted to work again with such a dynamic team 
of people in such a fabulous new studio environment; 
working together to focus on the main agenda at 
Lead 8 which is all about Design, Design, Design!

David Buffonge

Director
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Retail planning, façade, interior, 
landscape, signage, branding

IM PLAZA

Client: JiangXi Beiao Investment Co. Ltd
Location: Nanchang, China
GFA: 74,800 sqm
Levels: 6 levels above ground,
1 level retail below
Appointed: 2015
Expected Completion: 2017

A concept-led approach applied 
across disciplines, creating a 
unified experience for the end user.

IM Plaza is located in the heart of Bayi Square, a 
residential area just outside central Nanchang. Set to 
become a focal retail and social hub for the surrounding 
district, our design process had to take into account 
a maximum building height of six levels to minimize 
environmental impact on surrounding residences.  

Lead 8 have been employed to evolve the design of a 
building foot-print designed by another company, and 
from that base plan, we are providing a design service 
encompassing façade design, retail planning, interior 
design, landscape, signage and branding – a remit that 
benefits from our collaborative working process.

01

01 Looking across the road towards the main 
entrance of the development
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Historically Nanchang was a shining example of 
industrial development within Central China. Our 
brand idea re-imagines this and positions it within a 
modern context and across all the creative disciplines. 
Comprised of three buildings, each with their own 
distinct personality, a visual concept of a diamond 
hewn from rock informs their appearance. The 
separate buildings connect on the upper levels above a 
courtyard, offering a semi indoor / outdoor atmosphere. 
All materials utilised externally and in the layout of the 
buildings further interpret the contrast of the smooth 
and rough, reflecting the solidity of rock and the 
brilliance of diamonds.  02

02

03

04

05
06
07
08
09

The interior furthers the contrasting diamond 
and stone concept
Signage ustilises bold angular forms to 
complement the interior
Main colour palette inspired by the two most 
desirable colours in diamonds
Digital retail customer journey
Final family of logos
Exploration into light paths in gemstones
Angular theme extended into type treatments
The jewel like building becomes the focal 
point of the site

03
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Working collaboratively, our design teams have 
incorporated a mix of modern metropolitan, trendy 
and family zones throughout the three buildings. The 
overall retail focus is that of a young stylish consumer, 
yet the addition of a dedicated kids zone, F&B and 
lifestyle oriented outlets aim to broaden the attraction 
across a range of age groups including young families. 

Lead 8 are collaborating with LPA on creative lighting 
design. Their specific skills aim to further enhance the 
atmosphere and quality of the concept. 

This project is unique to the region and set to raise the 
bar of experiential retail within Nanchang.

03

08
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We all love to design and create. 
With the wealth of experience 
learnt from the past decade, its 

great to be able to share it with everyone. 
Doing it better!

Lead 8 provides a new platform for 
our careers to make something that 
belongs to us. A sense of ownership, 
the ability to write our own career 
chapters creates meaning and long 
term commitment.

This provides stability into the future 
for our all our clients and partners.

WHAT LEAD 8 MEANS TO ME

Simon Chua
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About Us
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We explored various themes and methods to come 
up with names and ‘Lead’ emerged from explorations 
around the fundamentals of what we actually do – 
standing for Living Environments, Architecture, Design – 
our heart if you like. Familiarity quickly trumped novelty 
and it became recognised and liked both inside and 
outside our company.
 
It works for us on a number of levels, as an acronym 
but also semantically it helps to leverage the 
experience of not only our founders but also the whole 
team, a vital proposition for a new start up. To be seen 
as a company that leads rather than follows was a key 
requirement of our design culture from the outset, and 
something we wanted to talk openly about. Our two 
main foundations being knowledge and experience, 
both dependent on each other, and creative leadership 
is the output we strive for from these.

LEAD 8

At one of our Director discussions we wanted to look for 
a way to further distinguish our brand from the other 
‘Lead’ design companies worldwide, adding something 
just a little more unique whilst still relevant to where 
we are now and where we could go. 

8 founders originally formed Lead, something unique 
to us, and we felt there was strength in enshrining 
this moment forever in our history. Therefore ‘Lead 
8’ seemed the perfect solution to securing our future, 
whilst with a nod to our past.
 
Of course, Lead 8 is very much more about our whole 
team than just our 8 founders, and as succession 
planning has been at the core of our governance 
principles, there was relevance in the notion that the 
figure 8 also relates to the symbol for infinity. A clear 
visual and philosophical representation of the limitless 
possibilities for our brand and company.
 

Founding Moments

LEAD [liːd]

Quite coincidentally the number 8 has significant 
cultural relevance being a very auspicious number 
across Asia, where our first studios are, and a little bit 
of luck and good fortune is never a bad thing for any 
new company!
 
So, taking all these ideas together as we enter year 
2, our company name has changed to Lead 8 and 
our new domain name is Lead-8.com, along with an 
amended logo and identity.
 
As we move forward searching out infinite possibilities 
and opportunities, we have created an identity unique 
to us and crucially one that will keep up as we keep on.

verb
to guide in direction, course, 
action, opinion
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A friend offered me a temporary space at a loft 
extension at Quarry Bay after the new year in 2014 
after I decided to move my career into a new chapter.
 
I was deciding what I wanted to do next. The idea of 
setting up a new business sounds very enticing as I 
have not done this before. Realising that I have been 
part of a larger organisation in the past it seemed like 
the right thing to do, as I wanted more for my career 
than just salary.
 
I bumped into a few ex-colleagues over lunch and got 
together over coffee and talked about our careers, 
families, holidays and the idea of working together 
again sounded fun. I have always believed that 
together as a group we can build strength together 
with the same mindset.
 
We needed an office space to get together as clients 
kept on ringing up wanting to meet up for new work. 
During the startup, a few of us were designing and 
drawing in cafes as the wifi was free! I was working in 
clients offices very soon as desks were made available 
for us. Some even funded our trips too!
 
I realised that a little business was happening and we 
needed a proper office.
 

With limited budget, we got together and chipped 
in some cash to rent a temporary office space in 
Quarry Bay, which seated 6 people. In two weeks, the 
temporary office was full. Some of us had to work from 
home. A month later, we moved into a permanent 
office in an old industrial building in Shipyard Lane, 
Quarry Bay. The idea of re-using an old building sits 
well with our ethos and the rest is history.
 

Founding Moments

NEW 
OPPORTUNITIES

15 people joined at that time and we were busy 
designing and drawing together whilst the builders 
rushed to finish off the office. Clients came, saw our 
offices and were thrilled at our new venture and gave 
us more work.
 

I have always believed that 
together as a group, we can 
build strength together with the 
same mindset.  

WE WERE A PROPER DESIGN STUDIO IN 
TWO MONTHS

Funding ourselves for the first few months, was 
a very challenging experience. Taking the leap of 
faith in a new future. It’s a good opportunity to 
learn from past experiences, improve and make 
it better. The strong bond between colleagues 
meant we could do a lot more, together.
 
The open plan studio is a great space for 
designers and architects. It has a kitchen that 
becomes the centre of the office for everyone to 
interact, meet and draw. The casual and cosy 
setting means that everyone knows each other 
well. This book reflects some of the hardwork 
and effort everyone has put in from day one. It’s 
a little celebration and a way of saying thank 
you to those who has taken the leap together 
with us into the future, our futures.
 
As it turned out, colleagues who decided to join 
us were thinking along the same lines too!

Simon Chua
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Alex Brazier

Here at Lead 8 we have a range of measures in place 
to make sure we disseminate a culture of fairness 
throughout the company, ensuring as the business 

grows it is the wider team who benefits. 

All of our staff are Leaders and everyone is a key part of 
Lead 8, so that all of our team are recognised, and all of our 
team benefits from our growth and performance.

Leading by example on a personal level transfers to a 
corporate level and becomes part of our reason for existing, 
affecting the way we interact with our clients, consultants, 
suppliers and contractors alike (fairness being key).

Our big dream is that as our company grows so does 
our reputation and ethos for doing things differently. By 
introducing these seemingly small changes in the way we 
operate we hope to make a big difference to the future of 
our industry. We like to call this the acorn effect. 
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Conventional corporate thinking has it that any 
business can have only one entrepreneur; one visionary 
who leads the whole enterprise from startup, through 
establishment, to final success.
 
This is the cult of the CEO, The Founder, the Visionary, 
and usually, there is just one of these allowed.
 
But why have just one entrepreneur when we can have 
many? Why celebrate one individual, when it is the 
Team who really makes the company?
 
So here at Lead 8 we believe differently, and we 
encourage and celebrate all of our Team to be business 
leaders, and to display entrepreneurship in their daily 
work. We also believe that no single entrepreneur is 
successful without the loyalty of the people supporting 
them, and that those people should be rewarded for 
that contribution by sharing in the gains.
 
A design studio is a team affair, and an environment 
where we have job winners, designers, deliverers of 
outcomes, and a support team; with all individuals 
doing their utmost to advance Lead 8 forward each 
and every day. We have a collaborative team structure 
where everyone plays their part, and where innovation 
and vision are essential traits at key points across 
every discipline in our collective journey. Improving our 
processes, inspiring ourselves to be better at design, 
creating intuitive and efficient management systems 

are all entrepreneurial endeavours that rely on our 
people to make them happen.
 
The cult of the C-suite of Executives and a hierarchical 
structure is very definitely not for us at Lead 8, as 
it denies the achievements of the Team, and the 
contribution of our committed and innovative people.
 
Instead, we have a flat structure and a clearly 
understood ethos of collaboration, respect and 
fairness; and a place where plaudits and successes 
are shared equally amongst us. We work together for 
mutual benefit. A horizontal organisational structure 
and open flow of information between colleagues 
is core to Lead 8’s culture. Our studio layout is 
nonhierarchical – all our Team sit together in an open 
collaborative space.
 

Our communal kitchen table is the social heart of our 
office. Outside of lunch hours, the space becomes a 
vibrant working area to design, discuss and create. 
In the same way that human interaction shapes the 
spaces we design in our projects, it also shapes the way 
we operate.
 
This ethos encourages all of our people to be 
Entrepreneurs, and to also understand how their 
individual creativity contributes to the future growth 
of Lead 8.
 
If you are an entrepreneur and a team-player, please 
get in touch with us about a career at Lead 8.

Opinion

EVERYONE’S AN 
ENTREPRENEUR

Simon Blore

Ascribing credit where it’s due. 

Why celebrate one individual, 
when it is the Team behind this 
person who really make the 
company?
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WHY CHOOSE US?

It’s probably the most over stated question in the 
creative industry. There is a lot of choice out there, a 
lot of companies larger in size and operating for many 
more years than us. One of our biggest challenges to 
ourselves was to identify how we would be different 
to everyone else, to give potential clients a reason to 
choose us over the big players. A tough call.

Being the new kid on the block is the biggest challenge 
for any start up, but thankfully our foundations were 
built of strong stuff, knowledge and experience, two 
co-dependent ideas and ones that we needed to 
mould our brand from. It’s not enough to go around 
blowing your trumpet anymore, dictating that this is 
what we are and what we stand for. Brands tend to 
develop more organically, and with a large amount of 
input from clients or customers. They are experiential 
at their core and, especially at the early stages, we 
needed to try and create consistency within each and 
every experience as much as we could. We needed to 
orchestrate a robust but flexible framework, one that 
would influence our thinking and behaviour and steer 
us in the right direction.

The reputations of our founders, built up over many 
years, formed the bedrock of how we wanted our 
clients to experience us and our new company. 
A great deal of leg work was already done in that 
respect but for new clients we needed to establish that 
same level of security and familiarity.

Creative success is ultimately driven by a combination 
of personal relationships and knowledge – two areas 
where we could excel. There are no real short cuts to 
the relational side of what we do. Trust and creative 
freedom come from a satisfied client, from the end 
of the process rather than the start. By leveraging 
the extensive experience our founders had of working 
together was reassuring to our new clients, and we 
knew that we had built a strong basis for our brand.
So why choose us? The familiarity of a proven team 

Founding Moments

BRANDING

Creative success is ultimately 
driven by a combination of 
personal relationships and 
knowledge – two areas where 
we could excel.

and the trust gained from experience. These are 
what makes us distinct and something we feel is 
as valuable to us as it is to each of our clients.

THE 3 P’S

There are so many different approaches to 
branding these days, but the process we 
subscribe too, and indeed prescribe, is one of the 
simplest and most straightforward. A strategic 
plan is built around the 3 P’s of Purpose, why 
you exist, Positioning, where you exist, and 
Personality, how you express yourself. About as 
simple as it can get but dig a little deeper into 
each of these we see the relevance to all areas of 
our brand. This fundamentally creates a brand 
platform which can then inform all expressions 
of your brand, right through your identity, 
communications, physical environments and 
even the behaviour of your staff. 

Alex Brazier
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PURPOSE

Our Vision
This is our personal view to the future, bridging the gap 
between what we feel isn’t correct right now and the 
very best that it could be.

Knowledge applied. We strive to be more than just 
architects and designers. We are driven by design 
in the broadest sense. Infinite creativity leading to 
infinite possibilities.

Our Values 
We built a set of values that were sympathetic to 
and supportive of the aims of the company, and as a 
guide for how we, as representatives of Lead 8, should 
think and act. Our values enshrine what we stand for 
as an organisation and from this our culture grows. 
Simplicity and pragmatism were the governing factors 
in vocalizing these.

Transparency: Internal and external transparency is 
vital to us and it’s part of where we came from. Our 
processes and thinking is clear to our clients, our 
business is clear to our employees. This will make our 
results clear to everyone.

Unity: We are all in this together, working towards the 
same goals - goals we share with each and every one 
of our clients. Every single person adds value in what 

they do, it’s only by combining our entire skills can we 
truly make a difference.

Creativity: This is the reason we exist. This is the reason 
we do what we do and why our clients want to work 
with us. This is why we should constantly strive to 
improve and learn, to develop our skills and ourselves. 
To find a better way of doing things.

Distinction: Being different in what we do and how 
we think will make us stand out from our competitors. 
Challenge the normal way of doing things, break out 
of old habits – but only for the right reasons and at the 
right time.

PERSONALITY  

Warm: We are real people. We are the opposite of the 
cold corporate giants.
Modern: We have a contemporary approach to the way 
we think and act.
Inspiring: We keep moving and thinking differently. 
Inspiring both you and us.
Direct: We keep things simple and straight forward, we 
don’t hide behind jargon.

VISION

VALUES IDENTITY

PERSONALITY
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which we aspire. Alongside this more obvious meaning, 
the line also stood for a couple of more theoretical 
manifestations of our thinking. Every project is a 
journey with our clients and with each other, and 
one where the end is not pre-defined. Our Lead Line 
represents this journey. It is also our creative process, 
our thinking and the way we apply it to the creative 
challenges we face.

As we developed into Lead 8 towards the end of our 
first year, this line seamlessly incorporated the number 
8. Styled to create a tidy journey from one end to the 
other, the line loops down to create the 8 and remains 
true to its original purpose.

Colour is always a subjective part of any identity and, 
as ever, the best way to navigate this is with a strong 
story to rationalise the choice of palette. With simplicity 
and flexibility as the benchmarks, a bold single colour 
was chosen for the core palette, the dark green-blue 
representing the solid knowledgeable qualities of 
our personality. Used confidently with white to keep 
our core palette as simple as possible, we countered 
this with a more expressive secondary palette. Part 
of what makes Lead interesting is our melting pot of 
personalities and cultures and we reflected this with 
6 bright contrasting colours. Our overall palette is 8 
colours strong, and there’s no coincidence that this ties 
into our name and founding partners.

IDENTITY

Our identity is the face of our company, and we 
wanted to create a friendly approachable face. Just 
like faces, identities are made up of different elements 
which combine to create a bigger, and hopefully 
handsome, picture.

Perhaps the most obvious of these is the logo, shapes, 
a mark, a typeface or combination of all, and, being 
the tip of the identity iceberg, one whose relevance 
can’t be underestimated.
Without delving too far into the complex world of 
symbolism and visual theory, it’s fair to say our logo 
will be the most obvious element of our identity, and 
the one through which we start to build familiarity 
and consistency. The aim was to create something 
straightforward, visually simple, contemporary and 
with friendly authority (or leadership).

Various explorations into typography, letterforms and 
the spatial layout of the marks were undertaken, purely 
in black and white to focus exclusively on form. Once 
the whittling process had begun, we quickly identified 
something that felt correct to all. A simple logotype 
based on a rounded sans serif typeface was drawn up, 
crafted and refined. All 4 letterforms were carefully 
tweaked, with the ‘a’ being completely redrawn to 
create more unity and visual balance. Lowercase 
letterforms were used for their informality and the fact 
the ascenders create a visual bracket for the logotype.

Once the letterforms were complete we added a 
simple underline to create more of a mark. As basic 
an addition as this is, it bears striking relevance to 
our aims and values. It adds physical emphasis to the 
word Lead, visually asserting the leadership qualities to 
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Typography

We chose just one typeface to represent Lead 8 and 
careful consideration was given to ensure it married up 
with our identity. Typefaces an easily overlooked but 
essential part of any identity system, being present 
wherever we have text, and an easy way to build up 
visual consistency and familiarity.

The design of Brown is informed primarily by Edward 
Johnstone’s typeface for the London Underground, a 
nod to our British contigent and perhaps even HK’s 
imperial past, and Arno Drescher’s Super Grotesk – a 
characterful alternative to the more ubiquitous Futura.
Crafted in 2007, Brown takes these classic influences 
into a modern context, being inspired by rather than 
an amalgamation of. As a typeface it is precise and 
confident, possessing the pure technical flavours 

relevant to our creative field. With 4 weights and 3 
styles in each, it had the requisite flexibility to be 
used exclusively. Mirroring the theory behind our 
colour palette, it’s contemporary edge and more 
quirky qualities reflect the many personalities that 
make up Lead.

Given the main markets in which we work we also 
required a Chinese typeface, and one with the same 
visual qualities and range of weights to match the 
breadth of Brown. Settling on Noto Sans, a sans serif 
typeface designed as an intermediate style between 
the modern and traditional, it had the right theoretical 
intentions and visually was a good match. Available in 
a huge range of languages besides the Traditional and 
Simplified Chinese we would need, each has a range 
of weights meaning we could we could maintain visual 
consistency across our dual language communications.

0123456789%<=>×÷+ 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN
OPQRSTUVWXYZ
[{(/#&*,!?-.:;“”|\)}]
@abcdefghijklmn
opqrstuvwxyz
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The visual parts of our identity all gel together to 
paint a bigger picture of who we are. The only way 
to ensure a strong family is that each are considered 
independently and as part of the whole. This approach 
has helped us create an identity in tune with our brand, 
and our broader business objectives.

ESSENCE

What we strive for:

We are design-led
We are free of convention
We are creative leaders
We are opinion formers
We are masters of our mediums
We are problem solvers
We deliver great outcomes
We enjoy what we do
We are different
We challenge the norm
We ask the difficult questions
We are direct and straightforward
We put product before profit
We put employees first

Ultimately we strive to be inspiring to our clients, peers 
and connections, we strive to lead the way by our 
approach, our thinking and our actions. MASSIMO VIGNELLI

1931 - 2014
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Feature

TOWARDS A
NEW CHINA

Simon Blore

As China enters an era of 
newfound self-confidence yet 
facing new realities, we look 
at what this means for its 
architecture.

Lead 8 have recently concluded the Schematic Design 
for a Retail project in Tongzhou, China for blue-chip 
developer R&F. The renderings of the scheme show 
a simple architectural expression and form, yet it is 
precisely this normality which is the crux of the design, 
as it has been created in its current form after careful 
consideration and thinking, plus no small amount of 
reining in of our own design team.
 
As we travel extensively the length and breadth of 
China, at times the country feels as if it has been 
a playground of iconography for local and foreign 
architects alike, but it is a sign of China’s increasing 
confidence and maturity that questions are now being 
asked about the sustainability of building ever more 
‘interesting’ architectural forms. Debate is now rife 
about whether the urban landscape in China should be 
an aggregation of architectural exuberance, or whether 
it is time instead for reflection, and for more sober, 
considered and long lasting built solutions.
 
China has arrived on the world stage with confidence, 
and nowhere is this more evident than in the 
architectural edifices that have been realized over the 
last 20 years in many of her major cities. Culminating 
perhaps in 2008, when Beijing hosted the Olympics, 
and before the affects of the Global Financial Crisis 
were fully felt worldwide, many of China’s large-scale 
public buildings and commercial developments were 
conceived at a time of optimism and bravado.
 

Architecture that speaks of openness and freedom is of 
course an interesting juxtaposition to the imperial and 
post-imperial designs that embodied solidity, stability, 
imposing façades and spaces closed off to the wider 
population. Has China’s new found design freedom 
perhaps gone too far, is iconography winning the day 
over functionality and what does this say about the 
effective use of some of the world’s natural resources? 
In terms of Genius Loci, what do some of these newest 
buildings say about their context; do they have any 
inherent Chinese characteristics, or even should they? 
The Chinese Premier Xi Jinping has recently been 
speaking on these very issues, and the little-known city 
of Tongzhou has now found itself on the front-line of 
this debate.
 
Although a rapidly developing city in its own right, 
Tongzhou is essentially a suburb of the capital, 
located just 20km to the east of the heart of 
Beijing, and as part of its’ urbanization, several large 
scale regeneration projects are being advanced 
simultaneously. For the Canal Core project, the 
refreshingly forward thinking brief from our client R&F 
was to design a project that was suitable for the new 
community, today and tomorrow, and one where 
life cycle, energy use and the potential adaptability 
of buildings were key principles that needed to be 
enshrined in the design of the built form.

 
Lead 8 individuals designed the masterplan, and the 
broad concept was to provide east-west ribbons of 
activity; with retail and homes to the north (facing the 
canal); a zone of landscape and public realm in the 
middle zone, and workplaces and commercial towers 
to the south. To provide shelter to the new public realm, 
the residential blocks also provided a much-needed 
screen for the harsh winter north winds. In our design 
of the overall 4 city block masterplan we also provided 
the neighbourhood with a below ground street that 
connects the MTR station directly to all 4 plots in a 
weather-protected 24 hour link, further integrating 
the new spaces and accommodation with the public 
transport system.
 

What do some of these newest 
buildings say about their 
context; do they have any 
inherent Chinese characteristics, 
or even should they?
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The over-riding geometry of the masterplan took 
into account the need to avoid the below ground 
station structure to the east of the plot, creating an 
orientation that maximized views and sunlight in to the 
residential blocks arranged along the canal side.
 
Following the acceptance of the masterplan design, 
Lead 8 have been developing the architecture of the 
75,000 sqm retail block; a new civic heart where the 
commercial spaces will be leased to local and national 
retail and entertainment operators.
 
Conceptually, the retail zones are configured as 
a vertical city within a city; a series of stacked 
complimentary spaces and uses with an F&B building; 
a covered street, an elevated winter garden, a roof 
garden and a canal street. For Tongzhou city, the canal 
link to the sea was key to its past growth, and we 
wanted to reference this in our design, so the ‘water 
street’ in the top two levels of the building became 
a double height space with water-front dining. The 
two office towers have lobbies that link directly to the 
L6 roof gardens – an elevated urban space – where 
entertainment, cafés and arts programmes will all 
combine to create a lively cultural environment in 
what is usually a location for roof-top plant space. To 
facilitate a public realm at roof level, we positioned 
roof plant to the edges of the space and within the 

office tower footprints. Active roofs are an easy win, 
and an effective way to create public open space in 
what can be dense urban environments, and so many 
Lead 8 projects have variations on this theme; an 
idea we first saw at Derry and Tom’s Kensington Roof 
gardens in London.
 
To create a simple legibility to the complex, we have 
chosen to express the key urban spaces on the façade 
of the building, so the winter garden, F&B village, 
covered street and water street are all identifiable on 
the simple façade composition. Facing the main public 
plaza above the MTR station, the façade also performs 
a civic role and an LED Art Wall embedded in the central 
portion of the elevation can be programmed to host 
works by local artists. This angled, north-west facing 
façade will receive afternoon and evening sun, and as a 
defining boundary to the central public space above the 
station, it needs to perform a key civic function.
 
With an eye on cost and simplicity of construction we 
have also elected to keep materials, junctions and 
components predominantly orthogonal, and working 
closely with BIAD (who are designing the office towers 
above), we are ensuring that the materials and details 
all share a common design DNA.
 

Below ground parking along with seamless links 
from B1 and B2 to the MTR station concourse bring 
pedestrians to the neighbourhood and to the retail 
complex. Many discussions took place in order to try 
and save land (and traffic congestion) by reducing 
parking ratios in the knowledge that the district is well 
served by public transport modes. This type of thinking 
echoes current development and transport policy in 
Hong Kong and Singapore, and is another signal of a 
maturing China.
 
We believe that the end result of this design process 
is a new civic building that is accessible, democratic, 
functional and long lasting, and one that eschews any 
notions of form for forms sake.
 
The design panel acting for the local authority have 
approved our design, and we are now preparing 
drawings to take it through to construction, yet at 
the same time, we understand that some of the more 
grandiose and ‘iconic’ projects in Tongzhou have been 
effectively called in by the Planners and are to be 
subject to further design consideration.
 

What does this say about the opportunities in 
tomorrow’s China? We believe 2015 heralds the dawn of 
a new realism, within a country vocalizing a need for a 
built environment that is both forward-looking, as well 
as being fit for purpose for future generations. Slower 
economic growth is now the “new normal”. Not every 
building needs to twist, dance, cantilever, defy gravity 
or taper to nothing. Sometimes ‘normal and contextual’ 
is the right solution, and the best outcome for society. 
We like to think that functional design, less glass 
boxes, more phasing and more flexibility in use are all 
trends that will help China through it’s next phase of 
development, in the same way that such thinking has 
sustained the developed world through it’s economic 
and social consolidation in the 20th century.
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OUR DESIGN PHILOSOPHY

Our philosophy on design could best be described as diverse, and our works 
are deliberately difficult to categorise, but it’s an inclusive process that sits at 
its heart.

 
We believe that each brief, each client and each site create unique opportunities with 
which to formulate a bespoke outcome. This belief, coupled with our ‘democratic’ 
business model where all our staff are Leaders, and crucially where all of them have 
a voice on design, means that we eschew the restrictions of a house style in favour of 
diversity and pluralism. A stronger and more flexible approach than that of filtering all 
creative output through one personality.

UNIQUE 
OPPORTUNITES

WHAT LEAD 8 MEANS TO ME

Chris Lohan

Freedom
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Lead 8 studied a development by China Merchants in 
Chengdu in 2014 and prepared a series of new ideas 
for a new masterplan for the 150,000 sqm site. There 
is an existing theatre on the site with a prominent 
frontage to a major highway Tian Fu Main Avenue. 
The 689,000 sqm masterplan consists of primarily 
two 250m office towers, a 125,000 sqm retail mall, 
200,000 sqm of service apartments and 100,000 sqm 
of residential units.
 
We started the masterplan with the intent to link the 
entire development to make it pedestrian friendly from 
the beginning. The elevated linkways helped to irrigate 
people from both ends of the site through a mall that 
is situated on various levels across the site. This allowed 
pedestrians to freely walk around the developments 
from one building to another in weather protected and 
traffic free environments.
 
The idea of creating a place with the theatre as the 
hub was key to the project. We chose to position the 
central garden as an urban green connector to the 
retail and office facilities. The hotel was also clustered 
with service apartments for easy operational and 
security management. The elevated arrival space also 
helps to activate pedestrian routes on the upper levels 
as the retail and residential levels are separated by two 
levels. A lot of outdoor spaces were used as it suited 
the culture and  people in Chengdu. A place for leisure 
and fun.
 

Article

MAGIC CUBE

Simon Chua

A development by 
China Merchants, Chengdu.

01

02
03

04

Indoor-outdoor circulation runs through the 
retail arcade
Expressive and organic architectural forms
The residential towers connect seamlessly 
with the retail podium
The central garden functions as a green 
connector for the circulation

01
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The project was challenging, as expectations were 
very high from the government to create a landmark 
expression whilst at the same time, the developers 
wanted to create a development that is sustainable 
and operationally easy to manage.
 
The masterplan represents a new level of thinking for 
the development from planning, integrating public 
realm to future operation and management.

03

02

04
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MUGS

There’s little intellectual depth involved in designing 
mugs for the office. The brief was straightforward, the 
clients (us) forgivingly open minded and the budget 
competitive. Essentially we needed something from 
which to drink mainly hot drinks, and relevant to our 
studio. They would take pride of place in the pantry, 
sitting on a shelf above the worktop area, so ugliness 
was out of the picture. Apart from that anything goes.

We were ordering 60 mugs initially, ambitious given 
the 20 staff at the time, and the idea was simple – six 
statements with a gentle nod to the ethos of the 
company. Something thought provoking but not over 
the top. Here’s what we came up with:

The inspirational over the adequate.
The creative over the traditional.
Infinite rather than restrained.
Simplicity over complexity.
Be distinct, not regular.
The great over just good.

Applied to the outside face of the mugs, these positive 
maxims were set above and below our ‘Lead 8 line’, 
creating a defining point where the good becomes 
great or the inspiring over the adequate. Simple really – 
not complicated!
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2014-15 has been something of a 
quantum experience, the first year 
has passed in the blink of an eye, yet 

a staggering amount has been achieved. 
An atmosphere of positivity permeates 
though our offices spaces and our Client 
relationships. We achieve this via our 
flexible and open approach to day to day 
operations underpinned by considered 
strategic planning. It’s marvellous to be
part of a service that provides such value
to so many.

WHAT LEAD 8 MEANS TO ME

Chris Lohan
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Lead 8 was invited to host a place-making design 
workshop for the 4th year students of CUHK last week. 
Taking place in our Hong Kong studio, the workshop 
was arranged and facilitated by Sarah Lee and Yutaka 
Yano of architectural practice Sky-Yutaka. 

The workshop looked at exploring ideas for the 
redevelopment of three sites in Yuen Long, Hong 
Kong. After talking students through a relevant Lead 8 
case study, an informal charrette led to interesting 
conversations between the students and instructors 
about creating a sense of place, context and looking at 
urban forms. 

Article

LEAD 8 + CUHK

Simon Chua

Place making design workshop 
with CUHK.

“We were thrilled at seeing the fantastic ideas from 
the students and their enthusiasm with their sites. The 
variety of design approaches, from metaphors to urban 
layering, provided a fun and constructive discussion 
between everyone.” - Simon Chua, Director, Lead 8.

We also dealt with ideas on understanding their 
objectives, design processes and observations to 
facilitate interpretation and conditions of the site, with 
the aim of assisting students in documentation and 
presentation of their final work. 

“The workshop was a great opportunity for our final 
year students to share their ideas with Industry 
professionals in an accessible and exciting setting. 
Ideas were exchanged, students were given advice on 
presentation techniques and invaluable insights into 
architectural challenges they will face in their future 
professional career.”  - Sarah Lee, Adjunct Assistant 
Professor, Chinese University of Hong Kong.
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Simon Chua

It was the most amazing 12 months so far! It is great to 
see a team of people putting their good experience and 
knowledge into this business to build a strong foundation 

for the business. We have learnt that efficiency and speed 
is key and working with people whom you can depend on 
makes a big difference. 

The feedback from the industry has been very positive. 
We are fortunate to have the strong support from clients 
and consultants and it has helped spearhead momentum 
for the studio. Most of the projects have entered detail 
design stages and some of them are well into the site 
construction stages.

For me, I’m at a stage in my career where a sense of 
belonging is important to me. The efforts we all put into the 
company, creating and sharing a career platform for the 
next generation of colleagues’ means that what we achieve 
today will benefit the next generation. This creates a nice 
feeling for all.
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Lead 8 Christmas party 2014

NATIONALITIES

VISION

LIVE PROJECTS

FOUNDERS

STUDIOS

STRONG TEAM

CUPS OF COFFEE

M2 OF AREA DESIGNED19,000,000
65
14
3
15,600
100
8

1

+

+
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